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ABSTRACT

This kyanite quartzite deposits at Leigh, Baker and

Mountains located in the south central Virginia iledzont vere

vestigated to detersane their genesis, extents and geologic and

petrographic character. gyanite qtartaite in Virginia tvpically

contains 2044 per cent kyardtes 0-5 per cent, pyrites 0.5-15 per

cent rutiles a per sent or so or talc& or clay with the balance quartz.

They occur as single beds 'within atetamorphic rocks raniang frost slates

and phyllites of the greenschist fatties south of Leigh Nountains to

schiste and gneissee of tile emphibolite fatties at Bsker and Willis

Mountains. Post-kyanite hydrothermal alteration saong fractures has

altered large segnents of the Baker rountain deposit to clay and

topaz.

The protolith of kyanite quartzite is believed to have been

extraordinarily pure Joixture a quartz and kaolinite which was produced

by either Iateritic weathering or j circulating meteoric waters. Iso-

chemica1 regional metamorphism is believed to have occurred in a laigh

pressures moderate temperature environment in which water was either

deficient or able to eseape Fluorine may have had a catalytic eftect
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in promoting Xyanite crystallization. No evidence was found of

thermal introduction of alumina, or localization of lqanite as a

result of differential stress.

The rocks enclosing kyanite quartzite in the Leigh Mountain

area are believed to be basal members of the lower Paleozoic (?)

Volcanic.nate series. The gneisses surrounding Willis and Baker

Mountains may be more highly metamorphosed, infolded remnants of the

same series.

The kyanite deposits of Virginia are extensive and well situated

for mining. Possible reserves of kyanite quartzite containing av r 25

per cent Icyanite available for open pit mining are measured in tens of

millions of tons.
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The okyanite quartette deposits of the Piedmont province of

the eastern United States present an interesting problem of meta»

morphic geology. The origin of the deposits has been subject to

speculation and modes of origin ranging from metamorphism to complex

hydrothersal processes have been advocated. Because kyanite is an

abundant mineral of limited value, there has been little economic in.

**Natirt+s to stud, the geology of kyanite deposits in detail.

Kyanite concentrates containing sixty per cant alumina can be

cheaply produced from kyanite quartzite and such material could be

considered as a potential source of aluminum. Little is known about

the geological c harac terit.stics and extent of potential kyanite

quartzite deposits. This study is an attempt to describe the geology

of some kyanite quartzite deposits in Virginia and to present a

reasonable explanation of their origin

The kyanite quartette deposits of south central Virginia are

among the world t e largest and support the bulk of the production of

kyanite concentrates for use by the refractory industry in the United

States. .Production ot kyanite from Virginia deposits presentl,y amounts

to about 30,000 tons a year.

The Baker gountain deposit and the Leigh Mountain area in Prince
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Edward County, Virginia we zapped in detail. A brief reconnaissance

was made of the Willis ,i'kountain area in Buckingham County. Visits

were also made to ten other kyenite quartzite deposits in North

Carolina, out Garonne, and 3eorgia during the course of the studs*

Saventyiteight thin sections were examined and a umber of ninera1

separations in heavy liquids were made. Partial chemical analysis,

differential thermal analysis, and X-ray ansaysis wort also used in

addition to optical methods to determine the composition or rocks and

minerals collected during the fieldwork.

The Field work took place during the fall of 1959 and during

the spring .and summer of 1960. Laboratory work was undertaken in

conjunction with the field work. An extenstve review of the literature

daalingwith the geoloci of kyanito deposits was completed in the fall

of 1959.

nonite quartzite# is here defined as a rock which is composed

primarily of quarts and kyanits and less than ten per cent of other

silicate minerals. All kyanite quartzites contain O. to 3.0 per cent

rutile and usually O. to 5.0 per cent pyrite. illuscovite, pyro-

phyllite, lasulite, topaz, barite, chloritoid, and kaolin are sometimes

present in minor amounta. Common metamorphic minerals such as garnet,

biotite, and feldspars are rare. The composition of kyanite quartzite

is characterised by a high content of silica and alumina and a low
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content of alkaline earths. The term kyanite quartzite is amisnomer

in that the silica content is usually below the eighty per cent

minimum specified in modern definitions of quartzite. Use of the

term, is retained because it is entrenched in the literature and b a,..

cause the rocks hav the appearance of quartzite in the field.

The Ityani.te quartzites of the Piedmont province are usually

associated with meta volcanic phy1.a.ites and schists and occasionally

with gneisses of uncertain origin. They occur principally along or

near the western border between the Volcanic-Slate series and the

Precambrian basement.

Because kyanite quartzite is an exceptionally resistant roo-k,

all of the deposits have appreciable topographic expression; all but

a few are known as "mountains" although their average relief is

seldom over a few hundred feet. Ityan.ite quartait ,, usually occurs as

long relatively thin beds or lenses which conform to the local

principal foliation. Individual deposits range in thickness from a

few feet to several tens of feet and range in strike length from a

few hundred feet to several mi.les,

tte sum of the ol.c o1 t e

The Piedmont province includes that portion of Eastern United

States that lies between the Appalachian Moun.ta.in system and the

Coastal Plain from Alabama to Maryland. it is entirely underlain by

metamorphic and igneous rocks with the exception of down faulted



basins tilled with Triassic rocks. The general rend of the rocks

within. the Piedsiont is northoasterly, parallel to the trend of the

App.. isahian Mountains.

The most abundant )zetamorphic rocks are biotite and ossoovite

Weisz and schist and hornblende gneiss. The metamorphic rocks are

covenonli intruded and stigmatised by granitic rocks and contain abundant

pegmatite veins, dikes and invegular veinlets. Injection gneisses are

comm. Probably some of the grandAes Were formed 415 a result et

granitisetioni while some gneisses were formed from highly sheered

and witatitised granites.

Nienite is a cow= mineral in the mica ail:biota and veisses

in the western, third of the riedmento is cow= in

a long narrow belt of adveatitie biotito achiste and gneisses near

the center of the Piedmont. The kyanite and sillizeavtite content of

these sehista is seldom over rive per cent. Oranitio bodies are most

abundant in the central to east central part of the Piedmnt.

The eastern third of the Piedmont is re1 represented by

rocks of tills Volcanic-faate aeries and by demn.faulted basins of

Trisesie sedimentary and volcanic rocks. [wake of the tielciedr"Slate

series are younger and are general:4y leas metworphosed than the

typical Precambrian schiste and passes of the western Piednont

(figureo I and 2). Because of the relationship shown by kyanite

quartzite deposits to rocks of the Volcanic-Clete series* it is these

rocks that concern us most.
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The Volcanic-Slate series is best exposed end known in Xerth

Carolina* Broadtearst and Councill (1953 Pe 7) describe it as followes

"The Volcanic-Slate series is a vast Sequenc e or meta-
mcetophosed lover Paleozoic volcanic and sedimentary rocks....
The principal reeks of the series consist of slightlyeto-
stmgly Teettemorphesed stir and water-laid tars mad breccies,
rime rocks, end slates; the elates having been derived !roe
wetereleid tuffs and breeds s containing varying amounts of
land detritus. The rocks range in compotritiou trom rbyaite
to astiesite and apparecax occur without regard to positions
volume or composition within the series. Clenerally,
appear as interbedded bonds or lenses, contacts between rock
types often being gradations/4 Field evideme indicates that,
in order of abundance, tutu and breccia re the leeding
rock 'Wes, followed in order by elates and flows.

in pert s of the VoleaniceSlate series, the rocks have been
highly silicified, wale in other areas they appear only
sliettl,i affected by such processes. Metesorphism has been
widespread but not uniform in intensitol consequently litany
rocks are highly mashed and folded; ethers allow little sign
of having been subjected to horizontal compressive forces of
any great magnitude."

In Georgia, the Volcanicenate series ie known as the Little

aver series* .:Lee Graves Hountain %granite quartzite depoeit lies co

the northwestern edge of the series, spparentlr formed from an

altered acidic tuffee(Ruret, 1959 p. 7). (Criolaney, 1952 pip 31) made

the following pertinent obeervations;

"....the series incltvies shales with only inciplent
slaty cleaves., phyllites whic b. are cweently chioritic
and mica schist with strongly developed schistosity. In
general, the most schistose beds occur along tii:te northern
and southern margin of the Little 4ver belt. Aessive
quartzite conteining libradant kyanite oecure in the series
at Graves looku;tain.



The Little River series is a comae": aeries of
.

men -, t extrusive* and intrusive rocks or distinctly
younger ems Ulan the surrounding more high4 Pietemorphosed
schiste and gneiss :: s of the Carolina sari Detai3,ed

ring may show the unit to be far gore extensive than
shown on the state gee (Qeorgia) . * .* *

Analsr stung that the pivili.ite and a chist a the Lit
River series are siliccoas rocks with an unusual"' hi
percentage a auxins with respect to the alkaline sartAtts.A

04'

The Volcanic-Slate series extends northeaster through

south Carolina, t Uwe is 4i of es ` ° iMyH

occurrence in that state* The Little ountain krenite quartette

deposit thirty tidies wets of Cclueibiat fiouth Carolina was 'visited

during the course of this StAtitro The d it is a t teal kptrAte
quartette with considerable pyroptivIlitio alteration* similar in

many respects to the Graves Mountain deposit. Me country rock

ranges frost s fine grained seriate pbcalite to a vice sehist.

typical of schistose altered tuffs of the Voloaniownste series.

The dings Nolattain .. . te district lies wait of the min

belt of the ifolicanic4aa tes # straddling the litoth (4arolina - South

Carolina border. Potter (1954, p* 27) costpleted a. detailed stu4y of

this ere* in 1954, and made CI* following observation-0s

Kyanits quartzite occurs as well defined b stud
letinee in & thick sequence of high alumina astavolcatic
and astasedimeratary ists* * .There are s rali,
ankt specific lithologie tr4 .

rities between ewe of the
rocks of the Kings Mountain area and those iu the belts
of the Volcanic-Slate seriese . 0thirtiv miles east of Lingo
Mountain* These restarse fft4 tbst tiuste rocks «:re of
similar origin end perhaps age aa the statist in Ute Volcanic-
ILste series."



The Voleanio.0Slate aeries continues northeastward into

Virginia. The belt reaches its trifild/WM Width of sixty miles in central

North Carolina. The Rogers Hountain *yanite deposit is located on the

extreme northwestern border of the series, a few miles south of the

Virginia.. border. Havre Mountain has many features in common with

Graves Mountain in Georgia and Little Lountein in South Carolina* The

kyanite qaartaite occurs in sericite phyllites of tuffacsoue origin`

and the kyanite displays considerable al tera tion to pyrophylli te *

The boundaries of the Volcanic.Uate series in Virginia are

poorly known i and have not been studied lance the pr epara tion of the

Virginia State Geologic Map in 1928, which shows the series to extend

northward into Prince Edward County, terminating near the Leigh

Mountain kyanite depooit. Anna Jonas (1932), durixis her atu4y of the

kyanite belt, concluded that the kyanite deposits in Virginia were a

quartsitic testes of the Precambrian wissahickon formation and,

therefore, moved the border of the Voleanic.K.iato serios southward on

her map so as to exclude the Lei Mountsin kyani te area. Aoweveri

there is abundant field evidence in the Leigh Mountedn vicinity to

mApport the original interpretation of the Virginia Goolo gical nurvev w

In the foregoing description, it is apparent that the Volcanic-

Slate series can hove* wide range of appearances and tends to increase

in me amorphic rank towards its borders making exact delineation or the

series difficult. Since the broad structure or the Volcanic-Slate

series has been widely interpreted as a gynclinorium, the increase in

metamorphic rank any reflect the fact that the borders r v sresent the
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lowest and most deeply` buried stratigraphie units and have, therefore,

been subject to more intense metamorphism than hiecter units. ii-ihete

the succession of rocks is intact, relatively low rank metamorphosed

volcanic rocks can be traced outward into schistose equivalents down

section r or up the metamorphic facies. : here one would draw the

boundary between the Velcanic..61ete series and, the underlying basment

of earlier metamorphic rocks might largely depend won the direction

from which the boundary was approeched or the oompleteness a the

oequence in the area under consideration. It is beyond the scope of

this study to atteept to re-define the bcandary between the Volcanic-

Slate series snd the underlying metamorphic rocks, but the fallibility

of the existing interpretations is isaportant when conetdering the age

of iganite quartzite deposits lying outside of areas not mapped as the

Volcanic-Slate aeries.

Overstreet (1960 p. 30) has r eco ptiz ed DettIegroand schist in

southwestern South Caroline west of the known occurrences of Volcanic..

nate in that state. Potter (3M# p. 27 ) correia ted the Battleground

schist which is associated with the kranite quartzite deposits of the

Kings Mountain district, with the Volcan#.c*Z iate aeries. Overstreet

notes that the metamorphic iootiTads do not parallel the stratigraphy

of the riattleaound schist and that the angs Mountain belt of high

alumina volcanic rocks can be traced through stloc save. 'levels of

metamorphism. Us concluded that the apparent abzen.ce of the Maws

Miyuntaixt belt in parts of South Carolina and the disappearance of the

Little, River s erie s to the southwest in Georgia tics- be due to a



diamordance bettreen regional metamorphism and straf agi
The apparent disappearance of the Volesniedonete aeries north

and west of the Leigh Mountain are* may be due to a staler dis-

cordance between metamorphic isograds end etretigrephy. The kyenite

quartzite deposits of Virginia are believed to hinra formed from bead

highly metamorphosed members or the Volcanie-Slate series. ikwevers

the intense sletanonthiam whiett promoted the abundant growth of kyanite

aeo obscures evidence of volcanic origin end precludes proof of this

supposition.
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the exception of a broad area of Triassic arko seas

of the rocks in the vicinity of the kyanite quartzite deposits are

metamorphic* The bedding and foiiation of the metamorphic rocks

strike principally to the rth...northeast and dip moderately to

steeply to the east-southeast. The Mountain area lies on

the northern old of the Virgiiina s, .cliver°ium which is a part of

the extensive Volcanic-aste series of tae eastern Piedlitont. The

Lel4h ááountain area is underlain by biotite and muscovite satins

which are apparently correlative with the Volcan.iowSiate series.

Balm t'Aountairt lies in an area of anascovite and biotite schist's

and pelisses intruded by hornblende schist and amphibolites

Mountain lies within a series of biotite schist and gneiss. The

metamorphic rank of the rooks surrounding kyanite quartzite

deposits ranges frost low near Leigh Mountain to moderate near

Baker and Willis liountaina* Coarse .piazdtic gneiss comparable to

that mapped ea Precambrian Carolina poise crops out abundantly

north and west of Leigh Etovantaint and east of Baiter kimuitain.

12
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A detailed regional. geologic study will be necessary to

determine satisfactorily the relationahip between the various rocks,

but it appears that the relatively low rank metamo to rooks

surrounding kyanite quartzite deposite are related to the younger

rocks of the Virgilina syrclinorium to the east and south, and to the

Arvonia syncline to the north. The kyanite quartzite deposits occur

within that are possibly regmants- of infelded younger rooks which OW*

extended continuously across central Virginia upon a peneplaned base-

ment of Precambrian granites, gneiese.e, and schiste.

The Piedmont province or central Virginia is characterised by .

mature topography with 1401:1 developed drainage and broad gently

interatreaa areaaa. The summits of the intarstream up landa

lie mostly at elevations between five and six hundred feet above sea

The general accordance of the summite of the intearstream areas

of the Piedmont suggest that tlaasae areas represent the partially

dissected remnants of s broad surface of low relief. The relief on

this surface is generally less than fifty feat over a distance of a

feet miles*

In the area studied, hills or mountains which rise to an

elevation above seven hundred feet are invariaoly utelerlain by kyanite

quartzite. Most areas above six hundred feet in elevation are partially
underlain by kyanite quartzite* Very little kyanite quartzite was



found at elevations below five hundred feet. Topography proved to be

of great value in locating and tracing kyanite quartzite beds. The

crest of hills underlain by kyanite quartzite are usual4 craw or

strewn with residual boulders*

The climate in central Virginia is taaperate Kith an average

tempersture during December and January of about 38° and a:n average

ku,guat temperature of about 7P;. The average rainfall in thie pert a

vim:IAA is between la and 14 inches per year. Average snowfall for

the year is about 10 to ll inches, the bulk of it r ailing from December

througA. February.

Outcrops of fresh rocks are quite rare in cintral Virginia

and are confined to the bottoms of creeks with steep gradients, to the

tope of provdment hills or to man.macle excavations. Euch of the

geologic mapping carried on during this study was based upon inter-

pretations of aaprolites and soils

The granitic rocks at the region weather to a massive reddish

sat* slay, often with residual mica. The color of the sent( clay is

a reflection of the amount of iron minerals present. in the original

rock. The texture of the granite is often preserved and serves as

the most significant criterion of a granitic origin of saprolite#

Quarts-salacovite whist)» weather to a 114ht yellow sandy

m.icaceous sail. The saprolites derived from :Mutt satiate often retain

'their foliatian and sebistosi ty to the grass roots.
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Hornblende gneiss and schist weathers to a porous, spongy,

ligAt weight, cellular, deep red day« iha texture a the rock is

*Ontionly preaarved« In the Ammo) of texture, the red clay soil

could be COriftified WM clay from a number of sources«

Biotite-quarts schist weathers to a yellow to tan sandy aoil«

The readily racopisabla textura and minerals of the rock occur at the

grass roota « Quarts and biotits often remain in the soil derived from

biotitooquarts schist.

Kyanite quartzite is the most resistant rock in the region,

and where unaffected by hydrothermal alteration, usually crops out*

Gobbles and boulders of kyanite quartsite litter the surface over

even flarrOlr beds, and are of considerable help in mapping these beds.

Previous Vork

The regional geolo in the vicinity of the kyanite quartzite

deposits in central Uremia has not been worked out to a degree that

is ot much hap in this investigation« The 1928 geologic map of the

State of Virginia (figura 3) shows the Willie Mountain kyanite deposit

to lie within the Precambrian Patere Creek Quartzite, he Woods and

Baker Pfountain deposita to lie within Precandrian llorablende gneiss

intrusive into Wiaaehickon schist, and the Leigh Mountain deposit to

lie at the conteet between Precambrian rtorolitea and tuffs and Redeak

granite.

The geology of the *vat. deposits themselves has never been

described in detail, although the Virginia Geological 6urvey published
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Figure ,. - Index map reproduced on portions of the 1928 
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Bulletin 38 V.A in yitganiA in 1,932 S 42114 Jorias (now Mrs*

Stools) wrote the section of the bulletin entitled atiastz of

Simla Belt in etudoir was ot 'broad regional nature,S
end her map covers over 1300 square miles. The general location of

all the !ovite quartsite deposits in central Virginia are located on,

this map, as well as a number of deposits vhich were not found during

the present study.

Jones comandad that the kyanitre quartzite deposits are facies

of the Precambritul Wissahickon schist and are found within zones a

'Wissahickon which hove undergone extensive retrogressive metamorphism.

According to Jones, the entire okyanite belt* lies within the

"Appomattox overthrust block" which is a split *f the larger "Manic

overthrust block " . Wissahickon schist :Lying near the soles of the

thrusts suffered strong differential stovesuent and retrogressive mete-

merphism during the Paleozoio orogesly. The only trace of the thrust

zones in most places are the belts of retrowessiona

Although fossils are almost entirely lacking in most rocks of

the Piedmont, marsy of these "belts of retrogression', has been aseigned

to the Paleozoic by earlier investiestors on the basis of their appear,-

since and low degree of metamorphism. lioweer, *Jonas ( i932) cites micro.

scopic evidence that many of these rooks assigned to the Paleozoic) are

really high rink Precambrian metamorphic rooks that have b em "dmin

graded" during Paleozoic orogeoies. states that in many cases "the

younger foliation is so per: tvot and the rocks so fine grained that they

resemble elates of law :ru* progressive met ism"



The mitahanism of retrogressive metamorphism and huge thrust

faults to explain anomolous low rank ma tamerphic rocks in the

Piacksont is: now largely discounted. ftecent work (Brown, 1250 has

shown that many of the "belts of retrogression' ara probably younger

rocles as the aarliar investigators assumed, and that the basic oon-

cept of the Marti* overthrust is untec.ablss it appears that younger

rocks are more apt to be raised ta metamorphic rank to Precauttrian

appaaranaa° than are older rocks reduced in rank to nPaiaozoic

appearanae %

As mora detailed geoloe mapping progresses, it appears that

many of Jonas' interpretations e the otology or the kyanita belt are

subject to revision. At Willis Notintain, for example, Jonas shows

five parallel. belts of igranita quartette, each of which is several

hundred to a few thousand feet wide and several miles long. This

investigation reveals a single kyanite quartzite horizon, r-.ï, th a

maximum thickness of a few hundred feet wixieh crops out in a distinct

°V" shaped pattern as a result of amajor anticlinal structures

E spenahads and 1)t E. ?otter of the U 0444, conduc ted a

atucty ef the aluminum silicate deposits in Virginia and in the

E'astern United States during 19514953. Their work is expected to be

published as a Professional rapar during 1961, but WW1 not available

during the course of this a tucty,.

With the exception of Ordovioiaa fossils found the Arvonia,

sietes 15 miles north of the Willis Rountain kyanits deposit, no
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fossils have boot found in any metamorphic rocks of the Virginia

Piedmont. Primary sedimentary' or volcanic structures are also rare.

The stratigraphy of the metamorphic rocke of the Piedmont is, there-

fore, obscure sad the obscurity it c osvounded tor licated

structures, poor exposures, and deep weetheriza

Hovererf there ere certain features of the occurrence snd

distribution of kyanite quartzite which in the regional domain se=

consiatento These are as follows*

io of the thirteen kyanite quartzite deposits

examined during this Butor from Cremes, to

Vir Ania, *11 but the kaker, 1>oods, and Willis

hountain deposits lie within rocks mapped or

recognized as metavoloanio.

2. The Baker, Allis,, and . Do c:x Mountain deposit**

of Virginia, vhile not lying in areas clat rly

recognized as metavolcanic, are associated with

rocks which my. be volaano.sedirmatary in oricin.

3. Yost of the kyanite quartzite deposits lie within

a few thousand feet to a maximum of a few stiles

th border between the ',volcanic-Slate series

and the more hig4T metamorphosed, presumably

Precambrian ; basement (figure 1. ).

Aleoent publications (Brown 1958, Overstreet, 1960,

King MO) have pointed out that many areas of low-

to-moderate rsulk illetamorphio rocks lying within

areas of highly metamorphosed Precambrian rocks
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may be ii4f oided revinants of a thick sequenee

of dietinctlx . younger volcanic end eedimentery

rocks

The etailarity between the examined kyani te quartzite deposits

pointer to e common denominator in their genesis. The writer believes

the kyanite quartzites are the product of metamorphism of basal,

srensceous beds of the Volcanic-aate series. The position of the

exposed kyenits quartzite deposits along the periphery el' the

Volcanic-Slate series is in accord with this hypothesis. The pearift.

Ours' areas of the western border of the Volcanic-Slate series

can be presumed to be represented 11 rooks 'ditch w re subjected to

the greatest load pressure and heat during Paleozoic orogenies. The

series of sublets and grteissee that enclose that Baker, Willis, and

Woods t :ountsin deposits may be highly metamorphosed remnants of in-

folded basal filealiret of the same series.

There is little evidence with which to judge the age of the

Volcanic-Slate series. ney ' s gue s s that the Virgilinea volcanic*,

e subdivision a the VolcenicSlste series, aro Ordovician in age is

based upon lithologie similarities between the ifirgri,lina voi.canics and

the fossi ifercus Arvonia slates arid tuffs north of Willis Mountain

Moo* 3) . Plost modern workers consider' the rocks a the Volcanic-

Slate series and maw of the Waded volcano-sedimentax7 rocks to

be lower Paleozoic in age. The writer concurs with this view, although

no definitive evidence in support of this hypothesis resulted from the

present study.
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Purified kyanite concentrates from itakar, and Leigb

Mountains were studied to determine the average optical ci xaracter-

iatics and specific gravit/ of kyanita frog. the individual deposits.

The data are summarised as follows:

All kranite biaxial negative

Baker Mountain
Willis loiountain
Leigh Hountain

Nx Na Ha-fix

1.717 1.722 l . 7,2. 0.015
1.717 1.722 1.730 0.013
1.717 1.122 1.729 0.012

Baker Mountain-ft-6.4e64
Nountain 3.61

Leigh Mountain.......3. 59

(rutile incls )
(rather clear lcste
(quarts inclusions 1%)

Color

Baker }fountain - deep blue to greyish blue
Willis Mountain - colorless to faint bluish grey
Leigh Ilountain op colorless

The epecimena were collected from the de.il7 run of the ail

concentrates tor both Baker and Willis Mountains* -while the 14igh

Mountain specimen was prepared from a fifty pound chip sample taken

across the strike at the outcrop of Leigh Mountain. Each sample was

ground to -50 200 mesh and separated in tetrabromethana , S. G.

2 .96. The sinks were boiled for ten mimitaa in both hydrochloric and

nitric acids to remove any iron stain or other acid soluble material,

then reground to -100 150 mesh. 'This fraction was cleaned of any

remaining liberated quartz by einki diiodomathanast S. O. 3.264
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The sinks from this operation were repeatedly washed 14ith clean

acetone and distilled water *Ti dried. Specific gravitY was diatar-

mined with the aid of a 10 a. calibrated specific gravity bottle.

Optical characteristics were determined with index of re-

fraction liquids using white light. The precision is 0.002. The

Ny index was difficult to determine because kyanite does not lie on a

surface normal to the (b) axis. An attempt was made to slice

selected kyanite blades perpendicular to the (b) axis with e razor,

but strain introduced into the resulting fragments altered the optical

characteristics* The precision for the Ny index is estireated to be no

more than 0.006 No attempt was made to calculate 2V because a the

lot degree of precision in the measurement of the indices, and the

value of 82° is accepted from %Inchon, Volume nj, 3,953.4

Atez'erittal xì4 ieiørmal

5everal specimens containing cl w and mica minerals were sub*.

-xf.tted to differential thermal analysis to aid in their identification*

An )15berbach portable differential thermal analysis unit of the typo

designed and described by Hendricks, Goldrich and Nelson (19h6) was

used. This is not a precision instrument but is very lateral for rapid

preliminary results. -!-amplec were ground in an agate mortar ea that

all passed 200 mesh, slut the powder was lightly tamped into the

specimen block. The heating rate was not linear but is reasonably re.

producable.

5p00114.1110 from the hydrothermal clay zones rrmt 4:44te? Mountain

were tested. The restate show that the clay is a kaolin mineral with



a maxima endothermic peak somewhat hi e lf; r_ -Urian sedimentanr kaoline*

sukgosting that it may be nacrita or diekite rather kaolinite.

Th, absenee of a s i gnificant "01 extoth ermio peak exoltvies h. law*

site as well as clays of the meatatorillonite grove Th a tud*

of the endothermic peak excludes Mi te. which on4 produces an endow,

thermic peak one tenth as deep,

The curves for muscovite and pyrophyliite were established

as a criterion to turd against the possibilitor of mistaking sericite

for ffrophyllite or vie* versa in the field. The only mineral that

appeared megancopicaIly to be pyrophAlite was that fowl s

alteration in sericite a ctivi sts mar 1/214gh Plowttain its clove

Cava* 10 cannot be readily identified but corresponds best to the

published curves of niericite" and hrdromica (l4aCZnst. 3.957, p. 179)0

The initial sA.$ endothermic peak corresponds with that of limonite

and reflects the limonite staining on the gauge tested* The broad

dip of the curve is roughiL, congrutent with that for sime musoovites

and sericite, but the *harp tip at 650° (;-- is typical of normal kaolin*

as is the exothentie peak near 1000* C. Probab4 then, this sample

is a "fixture of limonite. kaolin and kordromica * tical data au,ggest

that the ruiners' ray be dawarite, but no published curves of

differential thermal a of a damourite were available for

cTimparisen o

low-temparature extdothernaie peaks kiacKensie p 102, 19570
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S9,fiet ßajlz xad kysrai,La content sak ,tfi.z

An attempt was made to utilise specific gravity as a rapid

mane of estimating the kyanite content et kyanite qua,rtzite.

Taking the specific grsvitor of quarts as 2.65 and kyanite 3.55, a

chart was prepared showing the specific gravity as a function of

kyarite content (figure $) The figure a 3.55 was selected because

it represents the specific gravity of the purest possible commercial

kyanite concentrates. In a tgrpieal kyani te quartzite, the combined

content of other minerals is less than 5% and thugs contributes little

to the bulk specific gravity of the rock. 4ce the object is to
estimate the mountunt of commercial grads kyanite, i.e., 9)-96% pure

kranite, other minerals can be igno red tor a fir at approximation.

Ten specimens of apparently widely different k;yani te content

were tested, and the a e tual specific g ravi ty of the raw rock was

plotted as a function of the kyan#.te content a a later determined by

standard a inkokfleat techniques. There is a close relationship be-

Wean the calculated specific gravity and the actual epeei,fia gravity

of a given kyan#te quartzite.

However,, to ensure a reasonable degree of accuracy it is

neceseary to grind the specimens to pass at least 20 mesh. At sizes

idlich result from raw chip sampling of outcrops, entrapped air,

limonite filled seams, and attached organic Ala tter introduce con-

aiderable error. The introduced error usually has the effect of in-

dicating a lower content of kyanite than might actualiy be present*

Jurfase alteration effects can be minimised by choosing only fresh,
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obviously dense fragments and by using large samples (up to 25 pounds)

on a sensitive scale rigged for specific grsvitor determinations"

Casette scrubbing prior to weighing renoves organic matters soils some

of the iron stains d moat of the clay' But then the opeo. _en must

be carefully dried prior to weighing, and the advantage of speed is

loot*

It was concluded that in order to achieve useful results,

nearly as rituah time muet be expended on preparation of the sample for

specific gravity determinations as uould be necessaz7 for the more

accurate direct aixkfloa t deteraz tion kyanite content"



DLscaractils OF INDIVIDUAL ,1,112,?%731Ts

Le M....146....2..uLti.4a

Introduction

Leigh Mountain, a steep rounded hill with a relief of two

hundred feat, lies seven Idles S 1$° S of 14rmville, in

Edward Counts, Virginia. It may be reached by going east from

Formal. on Raute 307 six miles to the :unction with County

Route 673, then south on Route 673 for five miles to haute 628.

Leigh Mountain lies one mile west of the intersection or Routes 632

and 628. A forest service road goes to a fire tower at the suit.

The topography of the surrounding area is characteristic

at the Piedmont with well rounded interstream ridges and gentle

relief. The region is largely covered by forest and Umber reserves

of large pulpwood companies.

Mapping was done on e portion of the WWII* 15 minute

quadrangle rap published by the U0604. in 1958. The topographic

map, enlarged to) a scale of 2000 feet to the inch, was used in con-

junction with aerial photographs obtained from the U. S. Department

of Agriculture. Petrographic analysis of 20 thin sections and many

heavy liquid fractions were made in the course of the e tud,y.

Previous Work and ite ojia.21.49.1. G...Aeo caz

The presence of kyanite on Leigh Mountain as first -,reported
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by Alma ¡Tones in the Virginia Oeo logical Survey Bulletin 380

published in 1932. $he mapped the kyanite quartzite as a facies

of Wissahickon schist that had undergone retrogressive metartiorphism

her map show the rock* of the Virgilina volcanic series 1,ying about

eight miles south of Leigh 1,'o-untai..n. The Wissahickon a-fa:hint is shown

to be intruded by the Columbia granite of Orecambrian age. She also

interpreted The "uolumbia granite to be intrusive into the Virgilina

Volcanic*, and concluded that the volcanic* are of Prectv,7,b1-1 &VD,

although younger than 'Wissahickon schist.

Laney (1917) slapped the Virginal' Volconices *Lic h. he placed

in the Ordovician period. ilia map ends a mile or so siouth or the

northern extent of volcanic rocks shown on Jonas' maps although he

suggests that the northern extent of the volcanic series lies con-

siderably north of the limits of his map. 1928 geologic map of

the state of Virgini* Mows Leigh Mountain as lying on the contact

between itedoak granite and the Virgiline Volcanic series (figure 3)..

This study showed that biotite schist derived from arkosic

sediments and volcanic rocks is the principal rock underlying the

Viountain *res. Biotite hornblende gneiss intruded by granitic

dikes and lit par lit injections lies to the north and west* Slates

and phyllites of the Vireiline volcanic series lie to the south and

east. A kyanite quartzite horisons ranging in thickness from a few

inches to several feet can be traced discontinuously Xor seven miles

along a northeasterly trending none et quartz muscovite to quartz

sericite schist ithich apparently grades into phyllitic rocke of the

volasnic elate series (Plate I). The regional structure ctnnot be
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defini teV determined on the basis of the data gathered in this s tudy ,

but the area apperentay lies an the northern end of the northerly

trending Virciline synclinorium,

" ti.s f te res
Biotite schist

The principal rook underlying th* Leigh Mountain area is a

medium grained biotite schist, which was derived from a series of

arkoses and volcanic flows and tuffs. The brown biotite which de.

scribes the present . . c t i sto ei ty is developed later than the quartz,

feldspar, and muscovite *lieh are the other principal constituents.

Chlorite and epidote are typically present in varying amounts. The

rock is gr+ey to light olive grey on the unwesthered
,
surface, and

weathers to a sandy yellow soil. Greenish biotite and olive green

chlorite and epidote commonly occur ín streaks in sandy washes de-

rived from the weathering of this rook* Interbedded within the

dominantly eenety schist are silicified tuffs and volcanic b_reccia.s ,

and quartaftfadsparbiot.te rocks w Ath faint igneous texture which

were probably andesitic to rhyoli.tie flows or sine.

The typical biotite schist has the following range of

eempositions t

C4uarts 30 -50%

acrecline 10a.30%

Albite 5-20A

Biotite 5-10%

iftseovite 5-10%

Ypidote %

Chlorite 0-5 r
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with accessory sphene, magnetita, and pyrite. No kyanita* 441lia . nites.

andalusite, or chloritoid was found in section, which is not sur-

prising in view of the abundance or potash in these rooks.

The biotite schist is characterized by feldspar and quartz

grains ( to Zism) rthickt lia with their long axis in the plane of the

foliation. _Moat of t quartz and feldspar grains appear to be

elastic. Muscovite i8 present in highly poeciloblastio grains up to

3mm. long, often set a slight aotle to the foliation. The rock is

typically laminated with layers about to I/8 of art inch apart.

The biotits, usually brown or olive greenish brown, is often con-

centrated on these laminations,/ although it is also abundant as

disseminations through the rook. The biotite is stronay. oriented

with its .001 plana parallel to the foliation. Ypidot,a is a wide-

spread constituent and is responsible for the greenish oast of the

rock: it is present as mall aaahedra (up to Isin) usually associated

with the biotite (Plate 1 Et

The foregoing description represents about 940 of the area

mapped as biotite schist. According to the classification scheme of

Pettijohn (1910, pi 227) the rock falls into the range of cozposit.:.on

of greywacka and arkose, but in view of the impossibility of dater-

raining how much of biotite or muscovite is primary, it is probably

bast to classify the rock simply as ameta-arenite. The texture or

the biotite eist is partly due to its elastic origin and partly the
to metamorphism. The development of biotite emphasises tile original

bedding and appears to conform to it in the specimens examined.

Another variety of biotite schist is typical of the area west
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of the main Leigh tir,ouritz,La kyanite me. The foliation in this rock

is often absent or poor4 dsveloped in Lovers a few inches to fey

feet thick. Plegescopicarty the rock is a light grey even textured

meditan grained rock* with the poorly developed foliation described b(y

dark brown biotite flakes. Other ninerals visible in hand specimens

are feldspars muscovite. and quarts. In thin section, the rock is

gees to have the following range of compositions

Plegioclasee (An) 4040%

Microcline 0- 5%

Biotite 10-1514

Ouacovite a.iorf;

.'Epidote 5-10%

Quartz 5- 6%

Perthite trim
The rook is equigranular with e rather random texture. The plagioclase

occurs as eubhedra to rounded grains. Quartz is %Ine rounded and

ematier than feldspar. Biotite and mstiovite are even4 disseminated

with a nearly random orientation. Epidote is present as rounded

anhedral (Os1.On) grains disseminated throu,gh the elide* frequently

aeeocie.ted with biotite. Accessory magnetites apatite end sircon were

noted.

This type of biotite schist appears to be d.ecitic .+. .g 4. w siti on

but its igneous texture has been d.estroyed, it is prob,eblvy e flow or

sill of intermediate composition that has been recrystallized during

the low rank metamorphism. 'which deve,,oped the epidote and poeeib4 the

biotite from the original ferromagnesian ccei.etituente.



Another type of rock* siapped as bioti.te , scants cropa out

just west of the kyanite qu ar te its at the summit of Mil E. flX in

the cantral part of the area. The rock is buff to grey on the

weathered surface and dark grey on the freshky broken srtata* an

the weathered surface banding of the fine to rtledi UM grained felds-

pathic minerais in the rock is apparent. The roek is quite hard and

breaks xith s oonchoidal fractures. Under the microscope the rock

appears to sxten sivelly altered with abundant residua rounded to sub-

hedral phtmocrysts of quartz and consists largely at aaussuritiaad

feldspar of uncertain coreposition* The refractive indices of the

freshest portions of the feldspar are less than Canada balsam and

gb..aats of albite twinning can be discerned through the a3,.terati*14

suggesting that the composition of the fs3.dspar is aodis, perhaps

albite. Tho presence of saussurite indicates that the original feldspar

was calcic but the presence of abundant quartz suggests that it was

probably not more matte than feldspars typical of andesitic volcanlca.

The rock has a distinctly igneous texture and is ,probably an altered

warts ite or quarts andssits tuff. An estimate of the mods of the

rock is as fellaws s

Quarts 20- 25%

Sauseuritised feldspar 50-6%

3.dtste

011orite

5- SA

2- 5%

The biotite schist has been intensely folded 144 the lack of

suitable marker horizons makes auaiqus solution to it wit.rusture

impossitle. The dominant strike is to the northeast and t. le dip to %whs

east southeast* it is probable that the schist has been folded into a



series of ti )!,4 +1 t folds with axial planes inclined to the eoutheaet.

A few thin quartz-..muscovite schist members occur within the

biotite echi s t in the eastern part of the area which resemble in most

respecte the quarts...seaoovite schist which will be described in-

dependently beiow*

ieleic volcanic breccia

Silicified volcanic breccia is exposed only in one place in the

area mapped, one and one-half miles southeast of Leigh Mountain on the

forest service road. Megaeeopically the rock is lig)tt buff colored,

fine grained tanf? dense with abundant feleic angular .fragmente in every

fine grain matrf.x. The matrix and fragments are of the same material

The faa3CiltitUR diameter of the largest fragments observed is about one

inch, and ranges down to microscopic dimensions. The rota( appears to

have been ailicifed and breaks across fragment boundaries*

The rock is seen under the microscope to consist of an inter-

growth of ver3r fine grained feldspar (orthoc)aee? ) and quarta enclosing

angular fragments of similar or elightly coarser material Mate DI B).

A few cavities can be seen which *Ay represent pertielly filled vesicles*

Flow linee are locally vai developed. The rock iv definitely of

volcanic origin, although ite precise character cannot be derinitay

determined* Probably it is either a tuffsceoue rtriroiitio breccia, welded

tuff or ig° tmbrite that was laid down close to the source*

Quarts-muscovite schist

A long narrow belt of querts .*mxscovi te schist can be traced for

some eight mies south from. Leigh Mountain to where it joins sericite

phyilite et of the Volcanic-;ate series. The muscovite schist iv bounded



on both east and west by biotite sch.iat and swears ,-1 be simply a

distinctive argilleceous horizon within s sequence of metawarenite

and volcanic rocks. The horizon has its maximum cure in the.

vicinity of Leigh Mountain where it can be mapped over a width of

nearly one sale. ';:cawevers in this area the schist has been tightly

folded so that ita true thickness is probably less than one mile. The

best estimate of thickness can be obtained about amiie and one-half

south of Leigh Mountain where the constant steep westerly dip of the

muscovite schist and the enclosing biotite schist is apparently not

seriously thickened by folding* In this area, the muscovite schst

appears to be about 1000 feet thick. It is possible that even in this

area tight folding is present, and an estimate for the true thickness

of 500-r1000 feet seem more reasonable.

Quartz-muscovite schist is well exposed *long the read leading

to the summit of Leigh Mountain. The rock is white to tin in color,

medium to the grained, and extensively altered by a fibrous* silixy

textured hydromiea along foliation planes, vhi eh ves the r3ck a

distinctive pearly luster. Thin quartsite bands, a few inches t© a

couple of feet thick, lie parallel to the foliation. Some of the

quartzite bands contain abundant fine grained *yanite. The contact

between the querta*rich bands and the schist is quite aharp.

On the fereet service road two imil.es southwest of Leigh Mountain,

quarts-muscovite schiet is vall exposed in deep road cuts. Here the

sekdst has been abundantly intruded by 1r:n and small dikes and veins
et pegmatite. S iilimanite iet:tall present wi th in muscovite rieh

layers adjacent to large bodies of pegmatite, but the bulk of the



sillimenite is weathered or altered to clay. To t4e south quartz-.

muaoovite schist appears to be interbedded with rocks of the Virgilina

volcanic aeries well developed beds of aims aehiat few .feet thick

alternating eith porp4yritic rudel7 foliated beds of sheared r~tlyolitic

Qarartz-gruscovita schist in the Leigh Mountain area has the

fallowing compositional ranges

Muscovite 50.00%

4ydromisa 5-30%

Quarts 1544%

Pyrite 0- 2%

Opague (otief3r =tile) 042-0,6

The hydromica aggregates were examined in immersion oils, and have the

following optical r«haractaristieas.

('..) 2V 20.030° tix 1,576

length fast Na 1.600

These eh.aracteriatics do not nt those of any well defined., specific

mineral, but seem closest to damourite or other hydromica. D. I. it

showed it to be a mixture of kaolin and "sericite. In section this

mineral can be seen to be selectively replacing muscovite ( Plate Ili C)*

Field relations suggest that this alteration is probably related to the

emplacement of pegmatite dikes Which are abundant in the area*

The origin of this rock was not definitely determined from

examination of thin seotiona. It has been concluded that the original

rock may have been an ar"giiii.o sat* . tuff or saw* clay. This conclusion

is based upon) (1) the cuih;a05ition and the absentee ot ferroma.gnesian



minerals; (2) the lack or elastic feldspar whioh is well preserved

in adjacent biotite schist; (3) the bedded nature of the horizons, and

the occasional evidence of g:xeded bedding in the scora quartzoso members

ot the schist; 04) the lack of cotaclostic features which wo:ad in-

dicate formation of muscovite schist b2, ehear

Kyaxite quartzite is a facies a the muswvite schist in the

Leigh Mountain area. The contacts between quartz-muscovite schist and

kyanite quartzite bade contained within it aro *harp* and little or no

wise found in the quarts-muscovite schist proper*

Xyanite quartait*

The kyanite quartzite horizon of the Leigh tiowatain aros is

singular in that it can be treced across metasuerphic iszibr ads. The

outcrop at Leigh tioaa.tain is fifty to sixikr feet wide, and has been

contorted into a serios of tight fade, The rock is light grey on the

weatheved surface and resembles a normal medium grained quartzite. The

only minareis which can be megascopiaolly identified are iron stained

krardto and quarts. The average grain size of the kyanite is on the

order of Ins by lem.

Kyanite quartzite from the await of Leigh liountaiixt has the

following average modes

Quartz 6040%

Kyanite 30-40%

Hematite 1- 2% (cbtef2 pseudomorphm after writs)

Autilo 0- 3%

pica

A oheetical analyste of the sink traction of a staple of this .rock,
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(36% sinks plus Q 206) is as follows/

SiO 140.12:i2

A203 59.324

Fe203 0,26%

Ti02 0,3816

120 none detected

The kyanite grains are *11110dr/tit and frequently have e mU4 poikilo-

blastie texture* The cryatals lie with their long axis parallel to

the bedding or foliation* Rutile occurs as tiny (.0.3t) anhedra

frequently on th* vartz-kyanite interface* The kyanite content of

the exposed rock on Leigh Mountain range from 22% to 36%* Quartz omits

as fine to medium grained, mostly unstrained anhedre with sutured

boundaries* Musoovite (7) occurs as tiny (-0.5s0) shreds oriented

parallel to the long axis of the kyanite grains, and where locally

abundant, causes a feeble sohistositi*

North of the summit of Leigh ountsin, the ivanite horizon

appears to feather out into a belt of altered quarts-muscovite echits.

The outcrop pattern suggests that the same horizon is repeated by

folding, and that thicknesses greater than fifteen or twenty feet are

the result of thickening at the crests or troughs of folds, The

horizon can be traoed about OM-half mile north of the summit of Leigh

Mountain, but not beyond the westerly' flowing creek that crosses the

strike three-qua*' Airs of a mile north of the summit* outcrops are

coerce in this area, and the deeply weathered saprolites appear -dratlitie

or gneissic*

Kyanite float is abundant along the crest of the ridges to the
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south ot Leigh Mountain and true outcrop can be observed in a few

places, especially at the southerz;. terminus, of the ridge above

Mountain Creek. Invariably, the outcrop and float is wn torted by

tigtit folds (Plate IV J. It, therefore, appears that only

where the bed has been thickened bx mch folding that appreciable

outcrop occurs. Across AOUntidst Creek the kyani'te quartette and its

enclosing muscovite schist crops out prominently in deep road cuts.

The muscovite schist in this area has been intensely altered and in-

vatted by pegmatite dikes and veins. A brous white kydromice appears

on foliation planee of the quartaite replacing; kyanite on a very local

scale. ,Again., the kyanite horizon appears to be no more than a few

feet thick except where it has been thiokened folding* The grain

sise of the konite is distinctly finer in this area, although it is

still readily identifiable with thvz hand lens. The atuscovit+e schist

belt can be traced farther to the south, and the kyanite quartsite

appears as lenses and pode within Ulu, **list. Beginning at a point

about three ales south of Leigh Mountain,,, the kyanite quartzite fails

to crop out for a distance of about to ales, although its presence

is assured by abundant float, and discontinuous outcrops or muscovite

schist. The next exposure is four and anewhalf miles 25° W Leigh

Mountain on a protninent 571). sitgain the outcrops show

the 4ifietkite quartzite to be intensely Doldedp The rock here has

distinct layering or fine quartz iknd kyanite and coarser querts*

liagancopically, the k,;(anite content appears to be insignificant, but

separation of kyanite heavy proves that the 147snite content

has not dropped .appreciably below that found at Let&b. iimuttaini it has
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instead, become finer grained, The amount of tine colorless kyanite

in a fine quartz matrix is difficult to estimate megascopically but

anallys s indicate a content of 20454 with good liberation at 50 mesh

(0.297mm, opening).

The kyanite horizon can be traced with confidence V3 «Ida Hill",

one and one-fourth miles due south of hill El. 571 and rive and five-

tenth miles 3 20° It of Leigh tktuntain. The rock appears as a lit

grey, fine grained quartzite. On highly weathered outcrops, kyanite

concentrations parallel to bedding stand out and fine granular kyanite

can Iustbe seen with the hand lens. The massive fresh rock, which

occurs at the grass root, breaks with a conahoidal ,:racture. A

!wrinkling a tiny pyrite cubes can be seen with the unaided eye.

Microscopic inspection of a thin section of this hard, chart:, quartette

reveals that the rock contains up to 45% colorless anhedral kyanite,

1% pyrite, and the balance quartz. The outcrop here is twenty-five to

thirty feet wide and the beds dip steepky to the east.

One specimen of kyanite quartzite from this area showed

tinctive graded bedding with kyanite occurring principall,y in fine

silty layers (Plate V B,C). The rock is relatively little meta-

morphosed, and is easentialky unaheared. Kyanite quartzite and its

attendant muscovite sdhist calutiot be reediXy traced from this point

southward because of lack OX outcrop*

Another area of kyanite quartzite was found to the southwest,

just west of the area ssapped. An outcrop area seven etiles S 42° W of

Leigh Mountain, 2000 feet east or Bethel bcol, was investigated.

Here the rock is enclosed within ericite phyllite that is in tarn



enclosed witan light grey slates of the Viral lina volcanic serias.

The rock is quit* resistant to weathering and occurs abundanlay as

float. iirtilite is visible only when associated with thin* coarse

quarts veinlets or segregations *long foliation pilules. The kyanite

quartzite can not be distinguished in the field from the surrounding

slates and phylaitee. Except for the presence of ocoavional nog*.

seopic kJ/unite-quartz segregations* the presence ot appreciable

kyanite in the rock cannot be detested, even with the hand lens. How-

'ever, a sample of several chips taken across the strike of the outcrop

was ground to minus 50 mesh and separated in tetrabromoethane

(8. G. 2.96) which revealed an average content of 1.5% kyanits. Under

the microscope, a thin section of a Upical specimen of this ulwartite

sla te " was seen to a anei st of fine grained quarts, muscovite, and

kyani% with occasional tiny lutmatite pseudomorphs after write. The

kyanite is generally very fine grained (O3-O.) although some

veins are ea large a s].mo. The kyanite is present as tilt'? rounLied.

anhedra mostly associated with mica, whiah often completaly surrounds

kyanite.

Kyanite was not obsrarred south of this location although it

alight be present as very fin* ass nations invisible to the naked

eye. The rooks suzoround#.ng this southenmost Oanite occurrence are

phyllites and slatea, and a tew miles further south, the Lane slate

and Nye* quarts porphyry crop out (Laney, 1917). There is no dis-

continuity between the rocks associated with this occurrence a

kyanits quartzite and the Virigilina volcanic series, and it is eon.
eluded that they are equivalent.



Slates and pbylliter of the Volcanic-blata series

The Volcanic-Slate series is represented in the southern

part of the Leigh Mountain ares as s1a te a and p#yllites oloas31 re-

aeMbling those de ,IcrThed by Laney in the VirgiIina district to the

-;,..- tAwest. The bast exposures are in the railroad cuts which cross

the area in an easter4 directIon. Natural outcrops are very rare

and consist of only the highly siliceous meMbers of the series cropping

out in a few etream bottom, ::1/2resh rock was not encountered even in

the deepest railroad cuts, and powdery, crumbly soft aaprolite is the

rule.

Laney (1917 IN 18) divided the volcsno.oedimentary rocks of

virgilina district into four formations, and mapped them to a point

five miles south of the southern limit of the area coverod in tais

ctu07 formational boundaries could not be established with con.

fidanee in the field, or carried tato the Leigh N)untain area, althou

the volcanomioedimentery natura of the rocks seens well established. Boe

described the formations as follows t

"The rtt Po : :

consiste Iarge4 of quarts
sericite oc et, which represents a mashed and otherwise
metamorphosed quarta porphiry or rAyolite, and 'which was
tuffaceous in certain areas. The formation appears to ba
the oldest of the volcanic rooks...

The name Aaron 3late has been applied to a alate-like
rock forned Ws'inir e varying amounts of andeeitio
volcanic ash and ordinary land waste, which ha* been changed
into a kind of hybrid alate - in some places a schist...

The name .r ilina !irean.ipl t has been given to the
schistose greanstane vh is. . . tha . altered equivalent of
andasitic flews and tuffs.
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The term Goshen Schist as applied to a hichly

schistose ac tuariii ably a tuffaceoue of

the gyco Quartz porphy ry "

The modern practice is to map theae rocks es felai.c or matic

volnanica, or as bedded argiilites according to the scheme adopted by

the North Carolina Geological Survey. The slates and pily.ilites of

the Leigh Mountain ares appear to be correlative with either the

Goshen schist of Laney, or the felsie volcaniea and bedded a.rgillitea

of the North Carolina Oeclagical Survey.

The typical felsic volcanic rock is represented by a light

pink-to-buff colored maaaive-to phyllitic erumb4 saprolite. The rock
,

is everywhere high4 weathered or altered to a mixture of kaolin,

sericite end fine silty quartz. The saprolite hes the consistency of

a cagy or silt when wets Jerk minerals are absent. The intenstty of

the argillization, even to depths of aeventT.rive feet in deep rail-

road cuts, suggests that the original rock may have contained

altered tuffaceous matter as aprimary constituent. Schistosity is

developed to varying degrees, even in adjacent rocks of apparently

similar composition, and prvbab4 represents local differential shear.

Several feet of pink-to-red ciay overlies the saprolits in most placee.

Silvery, light grey slate crops out in the southwestern part of

Wie Leigh mountain area. A thin section of the material, examined

microscopically, shows oe ca si onal kaolini$ed feldspar grains or rcr-n wi e d

grains, or eyes, of quarts in a torpicel elatey ground-mass of quarts,

clay, and very fine grmined micaceous material. Epidote and chlorite

are developed Iocalkv!. This rock resrseblee the tlypical ilyao quarts

porpkyrry of Laney, and probably represents a rhyelite flow or tuff.



This type of rock grades into a pearly quarte-mocovite schist which

to the south., beyond the area mapped, contains thin bands of kyanite

quartzite*

Dark green.to-black phyllite-to-slate crops out LA tile south-

western part a the area. Ths reek is composed or 'rimy fine grained

bands of quartz and chlorite with occasional cubes of pyrite visible

en the trash surfa-cos. The typical rock is largely composed of

chlorite an d epidote weathered to crumbly saprolite. The 'more quartzese

layers crop out and were sectioned and examined microscopically. The

rock examined has the following estimated model

Quartz 70%

chlorite 10%

Plagioclase 10% (oligocisse)

Spidote 8%

Pyrite

Calcite

The chlorite end epidote are present as narrow bands, (:)-5,m) and as

disseminations in the quartaftfeldspar groundpiass. C te is present

a t? disseminations in one of the dark chlori tea.ept,i=44-. bands. kyrite

is disseminated as tiny (0.1.),5m) cubes thro-Aottt the rock.

The critical contact or transitional tone been the volcanic

series and the metawarenites to the north lies the deep soil

cover of th drainage divide between, the Appomattox and lisherrin Rivers.

it is, therefore, 4,q1 asible to determine the nature of the

contact with any degree of certainty. The broad geologic pattern suggests

thst the slates and phyllites of the Voicanici-aa*, te series overlie the



steteftarenttes of the Leigh Mountain area. krobably the contact is

gradational, and the biotite (schist is an older or basal member of

the Vcacanic-:Aate series.

Oranite gaeiss

Coarse grained granite pet crops out on the vest side of

Dust River in the northwestern part of the ares mapped. The rock is

intensely contorted by large and small tight folds sad its detailed

structure was not resolved (taste V' A). 5mall, near4 isoolinal folds

overturned to the northwest are coon. The poise appears to under-

lie the biotite statist which era out to the east. Included wiUairt

the area mapped as granite gneiss are layers of coarse skle0OVite4.-

almatutine schist, hornblende schist, and gneiss and apparently igneous

crenite. This area has been mapped aa Columbia granite intruding the

Wissahickon schist (Jonas, 1932) and as the fie 14;,44 ak anite (figure 3).

in the area studied the contact between the biotite schist and the

granite eiss le occupied try the valley of the flash alma*,

Tho topica eiss has & strongly gneissic structure with

alternating white-to-pink layerri of feldspar (mostly tIticroaine or

orthoclase), quarts anti black-to-grey layers of biot4.te and hornblende.

Variable amounts of feldspar, quarts, and epidote *re present. Limo

irregular blobs end lams of hornblende and feldspar appear to have an

intrusive relationship with the rest of the rock, and in places, dike-

like zones, ot black am.phiblite several feet thick were noted. Thiekft

ne se of the individual layers is tyisally measured in inches to

fractions or an inch. The comixosition of the rock, taken, over appro.

ciable thicknesses, has been estimated from microscopic inspection as



Quarts 10%

otash feldspar and Perthite 654

Plagioclase feldepar 10-15%
(aibitc to olisoclase)

Fiend*
Biotite 0-10A

kuseovite 0-1%

tpidote 3.- 5%

The bornblende-rich layers were examined separately and were

found to consist chiefly of medium grained green hornblende and

plagioclase with the following range of compositiAnt

Plagioclase (anl5man20) 404060%

Hornblende 40-60A

Sphene 1- 2%

Chlorite 0- 2%

E.Oidote 30. 5%

Th. luecrocratie layers were examined and found to be composed ®

anhedral potash fadepar with s distinct inequigranulfir texture. Coarse

zmicroeline anti pink orthoclase crystals are cemented fine rounded

quarts grains and anhedralo finer gralneds licroolin in some rocks

the texture I.- thin section is vaguely cateclastico although no evidence

of crashing or strain can b seen in hand specimens. typical specimen

has the following range of composition:
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Piero line 600.80:7;

Perthitc (replacentent texture rods) 15.2%

Quarto 3*. 5$

Biotite 24* 14%

ruseoite

The occasional bands of coarse muscovite schist were not exazined

microscopically, but they sppear to be composed of muscovite, quartz,

and few per cent of red garnet,* Di s rook &rowers the description

of wet Precambrian gneisses described elsewhere in the Piedmont,

(Potter 3154, Laney 1917) though it is somewhat more enriched in

potash than is usual* The appearance of the rock, its position, sad

its marked difference- in metamorphic character compared with the rocks

to the east and south, euLtests that it is considerably older than the

biotite schist or the Virglitna volcarie rocks*

etructure
111,111i0MMWM.140~11.0000Nati0

The re 44, onia structural framework in the Leigh iimuitakin area

it dordirsted by the Virgilina sociinorium the axis of tibich lies

slightly east of the area mapped* The general northeaster1,7 trend of the

rook: sequences, and the predominantal southetzt,'71r4 dip are in accord

with the position of this area on the western rim* of the synclincrium*

The metamorphic rank of the rocks generally rises toward the edge of

the stynclinorilm, as is the ease throughout the Voleenie.aatte ri
frOM Georgia to North Carolina* Leigh .Mountain area is interpreted as

lying on the extreme northern tip of the eynclinorium and as such, the

sediments in this arse are somewhat thinner than those found ixa, the series



to the south.. The sandy . nature of most of the rocks stArrounding.

Leigh Mountain diminishes to the south which may represent a facies

change of equivalent sediments* Alternately, the change from

aroma/sous to akeillaceoas or
.
..faceous rocks may remnant a ohm

in the rock type up section, sled the e rani.te s represented by biotite

schist slay be a stratigreiphically lower unita patuAttr of out-

crop precludes a, firm decision at, this time. The details of the

distribution of the various rock types is a reflection of the eeoccid

order folds. The second order tads may bo interpreted SEJ large drag

folds produced (1 ring a period of horizontal comprcasion and downwarp«

The folding is not well exposed except in individual kianite quartzite

beds. Here the folding is typically ti*It and often nearly isoclinal.

In the vicinitr et Leigh Iiiewitain, the quarte.ouseovite schist and the

kyanite quartsite has been appreciably thickened by folding,., and the

¡granite bed is locany repeated several times. The bed at the summit

of loisi , )tountain has been thickened and the r ea ating massive re-

sistant lens of kyenite quartette is responsible tor the appreciable

relief at the mountain*

lalinor structural features.

Sodding to discernible in many of the rocks v): the Leigh

rovaltain . 'area, but is noticeably well developed in the kyanite quartzite

in tikbe central and southern part or the area. Graded bedding is present

in a few places, but, in genersa, preserved prix,ary features e .icw can be

used to determine tope of beds are lacking. Wang is ettOaait ed by

compositional and color differences in the varicue strata, and is best
seen where weathering has accentuated these primary features.



Bedding fellation is defined as schistosity that easentially.

parallels bodding. Most foliation in the Leigh Eountain area is

interpreted as bedding foliation because it remains essentially

parallel to bedding around the axes of folds amt on the limbs of folds.

Lineation is best express,\,* by oriented igfanite in the iieigh

Mountain *roe. The decree_ of lineation is rather limited however, and.

kranite blades often have a random. *Latest radial,* orientation on the

betiding planes* The strongest lineation is orten developed on the

crests or tight second order folds* Typically, titto types et lineation

occur; one perpendicular to the ads of the fold,. Eii ` 141.0 GUM' perallal

to the fold axis. The ktyenite describing the lineation per antliculer

to the fold *zee is fine grained, acioular, old Apparently

1atekr than the iargor blades parallel to the axes. In moot places,

lineation is ri,,y developed* Crinkles are locally developed riser

the axes of mall folds. The crinkle axes parallel the 4X1613 ot the

second order folds.



BAUM HOESMAIN

Genera' Statment

Baker Pountain lies fifteen miles 5 60° W of the town of

Formville, the County *seat of Prince dward County, in south central

Virginia (figure 3)4, The mountain is located in the northwest

quarter of the to ;eolozical Survey fifteen minute quadrangle

topographic map entitled °Charlotte Court House, Virginieft* Print*

Edward County is a rural taming area which aupports a sparse

population on sxzch crops as corn 'and tobacco. Piker Fountain is

served by the paved Gounty Voute 6650 which extends west f its
junction wit. S. houte 3.5, Liar miles south of ?ermine.

'*:ter Mountain is a law ridge which rises about 150 feet

above the surrounding gently rolling countryside to an elevation of

750 feet above sea level. The ridge is well rounded and extends

a 'west-northwest direction reflecting the position of the underlying

resistant iwanite quartzite. Extensive wining operations canduoted

on Baker Mountain since the thirties have considerably altered the

topo aPhY about a million tons of ore have been roved and te

excavations fifty feet deep in places* The undisturbed ports of

the ridge are covered with poor quality hardwood. timber*

Method .o $t

The B kkr Mountain, klanite osit was mapped at a scale of

50



.
one inch equals 200 feet on enlarged aerial photographs obtained from

the 14 So Department of Agricaturos Tograptqr was taken from the

mop of Charlotte Court Holum qpiandranas, Virgtnia. 4apa and drilling

records of the Wnite llining Corporation were reviewed. and useful

data in the geologic nap. Approximate corrections in the

topographic map w ere made after visual inspection of the area.

Almeria identificatIons were made in thin sections and 14 use

of` index of refractten liquids under the petrographic microscope,

Some specimens were stibjected to 74-rsor analysis. An gberbach :. (x tabIs

differential thermal ant4sis (D. T. L.) unit was used. for identificave

of ir arious clays and micas. Partial chemical aanAysi a of rooks

and kyanite samples were performed by the Alumina. Research livartment

of R Metals Company*

Previous W Ork

The on4 published study of the taker Mountain deposit is

included in Bulletin 38: ILLite jajj.r by Anna I. Jonas pub-

lished in 1932. A U. `r;. Co open fa* report containing maps

showing the principal outcrops of kyani te quartette is available

(Espenshade and Potters 1.954)+

net° of the Pt .

7 0 oration

The earlie ot s e ttler: in the L, a ker tiountain

evidently were aware of the abundant blue lganite which litters its

slopes, and referred to the kyard.te quartzite as "blue .clingstone " .

Baker Mountain has long been imam as a kyanite collecting looalitor



by amateur mineralogists.

The use of kyanits er a refractor: materiel was an out-

growth of World War research by the :r:l.#.eti lAates Bureau of

*tandards to improve spark plugs for combat aircraft* " Sillimsni te "

insulators ;moved to have superior properties over ceramics previous-

ly in use. Later it was found that mullite had been confused with

sil.3.imanite. Massive, fibrous krenite-cerundam intergrowthe from
,a e red to invert to m upon calcining and the kvaite

mining industry was born*

The first Indian kyenite itae imported into this country in

1921. Interest in the well k, own raker Mountain kyanite depo ei t

ensued and in 1922 the lie Lanebanatiatkine Gompany began to acquire

property over the kianite deposit. Diamond drilling and pitting

proved the extent of the deposit and in 192? e gravi concentrating

plant wee erected. The first concentrates loam not eucceestua.

was found that it was impossible to keep the iron content at a lat,r

level. The refractory properties of Velum Mountain kyanite proved to

be 3, eti:efacto ry because coarsely cryetal3.ne twartite (.1% 0. 3.6)

expands 15 per cent upon inversion to mullite (S. 0. 3.1) and de-

crepitates* Thus it could not be used in the same applications as

tho tibroue verietor of kisoxite Nevertheless, the eJtpansion pro-

perties #hemealvee had some application, and very gradually dometic

kyanite concentrations found a market. Nevertheless, the original

venture was a financial failure.`

k series of individuals and pc.rtnershipe followed the

Mclane.han-Watkins Cmpany, ems of whom installed sore advanced



mining equipment and conducted a number of testa, butt w ere unw

successful in producing a useful kyvanite concentrate. The Inter*

national nn i. rale and Chemical Company, through their alibsidiary.,,

The -'to`: wn Recovery took over the property in 193

after an extensiva drilling and, beneticiation programa ThAy in-

stalled the first notation aoheme and put aut a kyanite concentrate

that began to have greater aceeptanca in the refractory industiy«

During this period* *yani te was also being produced by' other concerns

tram Xyanite bearing gnaiaaes at Colo Mountain in western North

Caroline, and from Wanite mica achiata in Betblahem 1,, Cteorgla.

i shoaphate hecovery s a sUb sidiary , the Vanits Products eompany* con-

timed production until 1945, uklen bbsy declared bankruptCy« Pro.

duction of kyanite concentrates by this time had reached several

thousand tens a year.

Mr. Gana Dixon* then amen of 27, bought controlling interest

in the company in ip45 and put the operation buck into production«

Production increased gradually, especially during the Korean r;ar.

The demand for Indian kyanite was very strong during that period and

Indians took advantage of the shortage to raise the price cona derably.

Domestic producers turned pore and mora to Xyanite or synthetic mullite

to replace Indian *yani teM Demand for kyrni te concentrates became so

strong by 19560 that the Kyanite N,ining Company opened a second kyanite

mine at Willie Mountain* thirty miles the north. The current pro-

duction of 4:mite from both mines is about 30,000 tons per year 4.1! :: :.f is

rising steadily. The only other kyanite producer in the United Z ates

is at the Henrys Lnob kyanite quartzite deposit near Clover, South
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Carolina. There has been no production trom schist or gneiss

posits for many years.

In the 1,1ount rrn area, veries of *casts land gneisies

have been folded into gent4 plunging synclines and anticlines. The

structures *iv subsidiary to ths ma4or regional structure of which

little is known. Kyanits quartzite, probably great4 thickened by

folding, occurs as the keel of s gentle syncline, and give rise to

the prostoent ridge of Baker MowItain by virtue of its resistance to

droaion. The kyanite quartzite appears to be a subfaciss near the

base of s thick sequence of quartz-muscovite schist which overlies a

series at hornblende-blotite eneisaes and scasts. North of Baker

Mountain the hornblende and biotite gnei..sses and s chists are the

dominant rtgiks exposed, while lauscovita schist is tiorditant to the

MAU. Field relations suggeet that the hornblende gneiss. 15 largelor

intrusive into the biotite schist. No granitic rooks crop out in the

vicinity of Baker Mountain.

The dominant east...west axis of tha syncline and anticline

described by the kyanite quartzite deposit has been intersected by a

younger north.south series or gentle folds and stoma faul 4s of small

disAacemant. A prominentminent diabase dike occupies one of these faults

on the western edge of the kyanito bo4y (fig&re 6).

The Xyanits q4artsi te deposi is about 3600 feet long, 900 ft .'.'t
wide and averages about 80 feet thick. The average k/anits content of

tbe ore body is between 20 and Olt,. The *vat has been contorted,r
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Figure 6.- Reconnaissance sketch of the Baker Mountain area



faultedi crushed, and extensively weathered and hxdrothermelly altered.

Considerable fluorine has been introduced in one part of the ore body.

se tion or the Rooks

+ arts-muevtte schist

Quarts-muscovite schist is e xpo sed abundan sateg the Norfolk

and Western Railroad in the southwestern part of the area mapped. The

schist is also exposed on the low hills to the northwest ot the pit

and on a hill in the southeastern pert of the area. The rock hoe a

prominent becklisig plane schistosity itich strikes nearly east and dips

to th, north and south in responses to the synclinal folding of the

areas

The folltednig is a modal analysis GS the rock from three typical

location s *

Muscovite

Quarts

Ayanite

Pyrite (or limonite boxes) 1.2 1 .8 0.i

4u tile .5

I. Railroad eut 200 feet west of pit

1. 3.

6$.8 59.5 45.8

33.2 41.2 $1.7

1.7

2. Railroad cut adjacent to kyantte quartzite outcrops
1000 feet west of drill hole X.4

3. Excavation tor tailings dam, 800 feet south of office

The schist ravages from fine to medium grained and is well foliated.

It is greq, to white in the unweathered outcrop, and becomes buff to light

yellowish brown an the weathered surface. It common4 writable up to 2%
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pyrite or fine limonitic boxmorks after Writs* The muscartte 10

sometimes so tine as to be called sericite* and is usual4 arranged

in muscoviterich lavers separated by quartamortah layers* In the more

quarts-rich members* relict sedimentary features are sometimes pre-

served. Neer the kyanite ore body* and especially overlying it* the

schist is locally altered to kaolin and quarts.

The warts*muscovite schist that lies 500 teet east of the

main b

cor

,41V kyanite contains aboandine* kyanite and some small

ed staurolite grains. This occurrence may represent a basal

remnant of the kyanite quartsite which commonly has a micaceous boro;

=me near its bees.

The quarts-Imusoovite schist in the Baker Mountain area re-

GeMbles that f. 14 enclosing the *mite quartzite in the Leigh Mountain

area, altheu L it is general.V coarser grained and often contains mor

quarts. Relict bedding and abSeXICe of prominent cataclastic features

indicate that the quarts-muscovite schist was derived from a sandy clay

or similar sediment. The thin beds of ktanite quarttite which extend

west from the main body of kyanite ore at Baker Mountain are enclosed

to? wartsovausoovite schist* some of which contains small &mounts of

ranite adjacent to karanite varteite



Biotite.khornblende schist

Ores.gresn to biaok fin. to coarse brained 'east under-

lies the quarte-auscovits schist and kr *kite qaartsite

the area mapped, according to the drill logs a the sylinite

Company. The holes were drilled in 1936 and unfortunately, the core

was not saved. The underlying rook is poorly exposed in the area

and can be observed in contact with the kysnite quartzite only in

the deep drainage ditch that cute north from the northern edge of

the pit. None of the rocks exposed in the drainage ditch permitted

thin sectioning.

The rock consists of two distinct rectos; a hornblende gneiss

and a bicitite schist. however, the two rocks do not appear to have

a consistent relationship in the area mapped, and because of the

scarcity of outcrop and the fact that both rocks weather to almost

identical seprolites and soils, for purposes of mapping the two units

were lumped together as biatite-flornblende schist. Biotite schist

seem to be alight3.7 more abundant than hornblende gneiss, but often

the two *re interlicred in *Wan a few feet thick.

The hornblende gneiss facies is well exposed in road outs

along the avant"' road several hundred feet east of the Mae, and in a

stream bottom 2000 feet west of tho mine. The hornblende gneiss is

tteditun to fine grained and composed principta: of green hornblende

and plagioclase. The modal ranee of the hornblende Weise se

estimated from microscopic inspection of two thin sections is as

follows*



Hornblende 4

Biotite 0-20A

Plagioclase (1Ç2) 30.50A

Quarts D.1%

Garnet 0- 5A

Minor apatite, zircon, rutilet

epidote and chlorite

The hornblende is coanton17 euhedral and is occasionally

strongly linea ted i The textAirs a the rock is oomenlr Kai-gram:Lars

Brawn and green biotite Imes locally alternate with hornblende rich

lver in the rock* Both hornblende and biotite are locally altered

to chloriteo fes- thin (14vat) veins of epidote ~ cut the principal .

foliation plane at high angles in some sections. Field relations

suggest that the hornblende oteiss occurs principally as sill-like

bodies a few iriehes to a few feet thick in the biotite schist* Haw.

ever, since the hornblende gneiss is more resistant to erosion than

the biotite schist in the Baker Mwantain area appea 9 to be Ayr*

abundant than it probably is None of the hornblende poles bodies

observed in the field were large enough to veep separateiy

The biotite schist ia poorly evosed in the area, except as

seprolitic Astoria). in the nrwth drainage cut and in road cutv north.

east of the wine. Fresh outcrops of biotite schist occur in a strear4

bottom several thousand fp¢, 1 : northeast of the area tropped which are

probably representative of the biotite .hi s t in the Baker itowtain

areas liere the rock is light grey in coior, medium grained, Wad with

veil developed foliation *Lich ranges frm sOhistose to gneissic in
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character. Tbe biotite is brown to biack and is evenly disseminated

or occurs as clusters or *nears along the foliation planes. The

principal constituents of the rock are warts, clisociese, muscovite,

end hornblende* not necessarily in that order. The weathered biotite

schist in the immediate vicinity of aaker Aountain appears to contain

more biotite and hornblende and less feldspar and quartz than these

rocks to the northwest. An estimate of composition was made 07

crushto the biotite seprolite, washing eut the cis, end seperating

the clean minerals in hesvy liquid. The results of such an operation

on severel specimens from the drainage suggest the following /average

range of compositions

Biotite 204 40%

Hornblende 545%

Quarts $-24

Almandins 1- 5A

Clay (feldspar) 3040%

With accessory magnetite/ rutile,

staurolite and kyanite

The ortgin of the biotite-hornblende schist can not be definite*.

21 established, but the similarity- between much of the biotite schist

facies here, and the biotite schist mapped at Leigh Mountain, suggests

that here also the rock is a metao.arenite derived from the metamorphism

of shales or possibll greywackes. The hornblende gneiss !saes might

b the metamorphosed equivalents of basalt flows or sills.
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Peonatite dikes

INte small raplatits aims crop out in tae western. ;part of

the area mapped. Both are aligned parallel to the foliation of the

rocks which enelese them. The dike to the out was prospected for

muscovite years ago, and several. small piles of poor ; grade mica lie

about. Thin section analysis of a typical. specimen of the pegmatite

shows large (up to 9saa) graine sodio oligoeleee ( with poorly

developed albite twinning interlocking with miller graine of strained

quarts and muscovite. Small zones and veinlets 11140LF sutured

quarts cut through the eeetion The plagioclase is "Altered along

cleavage planes to a agitate and clay. The rausoovite ocaltotit of the

Xyanite quartzite horizon near the pegmatite increases markedly, and

declines away from the pegmatite, which suggests that the pegmetite

wee later thaw the kyanite end that its ouplaeement was aaceompanied by

e halo of potash stetaecetatim. TUT* is no indication that the kyauite

and pegv.atite are related in origin, end no kyanite vast observed in the

pegrastitee e

Diabase dike

A prominent diabase dike traverses the western edge of the area

raapped, striking about N IV) W. The course of the dike can be followed

by abundant large spheroidal 'bizadera which overlie it. Thin sections

ahoy that the rock is iri,pi.eel of the numerous Triassic dikes in this

part of the Fiedmont. The rock is composed of pia clase (z) laths
and augite in a typical. *titic texture, augite filling the interstices

between randweLy oriented pleotli..ase. ezhedre are evenly



disseminated throu& the rock in amounts up to 5%. Pyrite and

magnetite are sparse acceasoriee.

A very similar diabane dike cute *cross the iI1t3 Iiountain

kyanite qtartsite or body thirty miles to the north. The contacts

o'S the dike and the quartzite are well exposed and numerous large

;uxd meant xenoliths of krionite warite are included in the two

hundred foot wide dike. The contect zones and the included kyardte

was eumined rsicroscopically, but apart from incipient argillization

of the edges a a few Icyanite erystais, the Icianite and quarts seem

unaffected by the intrusion.

Kyanite quartzite

Prior to the extensive quarr7ing ot the Baker Mountain depoeit,

the kyanite quartzite appeared to be * rather simple rock, consisting

of at>undant coarse blue blades of konite in a quartz matrix with

minor *mounts of rutile and pyrite. The botr as now revealed is far

re complex in mineralogy than could be suspected from the resistant

knobs 'which cropped out from the virgin hillaides

The average kyanite content of the deposit, as calculated from

the mining record of the past several years, is slightly more thal

3.51. Pyrite ranges from a per cent or so up to 1$%; rail ranges from

0.5% up to 2.0 and averages consiateettl,y near 1.25%. C;hurn dxifling

conducted during the course of the investigation reveale4 that tbc

average kyanite content in the fin have drilled on the weet limb

or t-tle ore bodr is 23% (Plate M.
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aise of the kyanite crystals ranges from extremely coarse

(i to 5em) deep blue crystals to extzame4 fins* acicular, (minus

0 .C6mta) ori s Oia+lî.s f The Iszranite is =moray subliedral with well developed

prismatic fiwes in the coarser crystals. There is a definite corre-

lation between grain site and euhedral iam ; the finer the sore anhedral .

Most of t _ ;* kyiutite ie strongly aligped parallel to the axes

of the associated folds, but some is arranged in radiai acicular sprgys

parallel to the prominent cleavage of the rock. Such radiai acicular

k;yanite is distinctly lees blue than the coarse subhedral crystais,

end nay represent reorystailiaation along cleavages parallel to bad;ling*

There is a correlation between the coarse, deep law .kwenite

zones and rutlile content. aten this surfaces a individual kyanite

crystals of the coarser racier ere coated by three to five per cent

of platy rutila. This feature maw represent Hon:Reding ant,' a

disseminated rutile during growth of large kyanite crystats.

15;yrite is abundant in vast t the exposed km:Ate quartzite

and generally amounts to more than five per oent and often constitutes

up to fifteen por cent of the rock. It imam= accessory mineral

in all of the meticsaphic rocks a the kyanite beat but is seldom

found in quantities tat000ding three per esst. The pyrite in the kyanite

quartzite is invariably in the form .a euhedral s ub/led: al pyri te-

hedrons and cubes, comenky up to one-eighth inch or more icross. A

few cubes up to an inch across were found associated with quartz se-

gregations within the clay alteration sones. o veins or vainlets of

sulfides were found. .4rite is invariably arbedrai in contact with



kyanite and usually euhedral in contact with quartz. In sore cases

a blade at koyanite can be seen penetreting an othersise eubedral

grain of pyrite (Plate V 1). The significance of the reletionship

between kranite and pyrite is not clear. it might be conetrued 8$

evidence that kyanite replaces pyrite, but it is more likely the

result of essentially simultaneous development of minerals of different

powers of existallization during metamorphism.

Grans green chromium rauscovites fuchsite canon/4 occurs in

the rnite ore body associated with obvious foliation plane shear

tones and white easy alteration. Almandine (red, index greater than

1.7140, C.. G. 4.01) is locally thickly disseminated in a zone of waite

clay alteration that lies exposed at the very bottom c.12' the ore body

in the northern drainage cut. Garnet has not been observed within

typical, unaltered liwanite quartsite ore.

Onl$ 4040 per colt of the kyanite ore is solid enough to petrmit

Vaal making of thin sections, the balance of the ore bet( is so faulted,

sheared, and altered that it is difficult to collect solid specimens.

Under the microscope, the hard kyanite quartzite has the followir,g range

of compositions

Aianits 2040%

Quarts 20.3%

Pyrite 2.15%

&Ails 05-35;',

Iica 004%

Clay

The quarts oirten displays strain shadow and has s sutured
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inecptigranular habit. The quarts 1=414 contains abundant inclusion

trains at slight angles to the planes of foltation. The inclusions

are mostly indeterminable, but some consist of tiny liquid blebs in

which dancing bUbbles can be seen under the highest maT',,nificationo

Titmouse of the controversy regarding the use of bubbles as a

temperature index (inner 1953): and the tiny wise a the inolusions,

no attempt was made to utilise such inclusions to estimate the

temperature of origin of the quarts. in any case, such a groat deel

of recrystallisati on, distortions and kydroth nrmal alteration has

taken place after the kyanite fOrmed, that such information would

probably not lb e pertinent to the conditions under wilich the Xyanito

tarried.

Microscopic inspection of thin sections reveals that 4yani te

crystals are commonly fractlred, and bents Kyanite is often ..i.ayed

by quartz and mica suggesting that it has been local), replaced by

these tvo minerals. Other sections display relations which suggest

the reverse end isolated quarts blebs within poeciloblastic *mite

grains have local optical continuity (Piste y C) . Pribably such re-

Iationshtps reflect reorystallisation, or simultaneous crystallisation,

of the minerals eantrolled by relative powers of crystallisation. The

itlenite is usually' oriented parallel to the axis of the major syncline,

At ths crests and troughs of secondary fads the *yanite is often

entire4 rantimo

autile is most typicaUy present as tiny (O.O1O..i)

disseminated grains, which are oommon4 found along the quarts.iwanite

interface, but which also occur within kysnite and quarts crystalso



The kyenite quartait* in the thin beds which extend outward

from the main ore body is typical of that found at, Leigh No.`t*
9

Here Itittite to light bluish grey 4ranits occurs in a matorix /nevi.*

granulsr quartz, and locally ace, with a few per cent combined rattle

arul pyrite

(Mumma alteration zones

After the Baker Mountain *yenite deposit was formed, wide tones

of *plate quartzite were altered to clay and mice along shear zones.

The clay alteration can be clear" ,,y seem in the northern and western

drainage outs. A striking avosuare of' s twenty foot thick clay sone

can be seen in the extreme western extresiV of thm ptt (Plate l
VI A). ¡Aerie white kaolin clgy with silty remnants of Tarts and

containing tvp to 10% pyrite CAM US seen alimg a *hear zone 1,21 the

Icyanite quartzite. 0004Bionally, skroblue crystals of ettedral Xyenite

stand out sharply from the Wits clay after rain has fallen upon recent-

ly blasted clay. Such Iganite crystals show obvious corrosion,

especially along fractures aryl irregular terminations. The euhedral

prismatic faces of the kyanite apparent4 resist alteration. The bulk

of' the clay contains a mall amount of kyanitea The bordars of

the clay son. are usually marked VI a shear zone and a brilliant green

mica sone about three feet across containing 5-15 per cent 3syanit.e

bent and broken costae within crinkled mica. The ace is a chromium

variety of muscovite, tuchsite (determined by X-ray analysis and

spectroscopic study ) . The oven mice Isom gives way abruptly to sheared,

typical kyanite quartzite.

The salient features of the awed zone as it appears at the



vestern end ef the quarry are reproduced in figure 1. An estimate

of the chemical ahanges which occur across the son* was made from

consideration of the mineral content of representative s amples ,

and it is qualitative4 reproduced in graph form.

It is assumed thrt the *luaus content of the krwite quartz-

ite did not vary appreciab4 as a result of sIteretion. The principal.

agents of alteration in this ere* ware water and potash accard
by some chromium and sulphur. Lince pYrePhYllite vas not obsteraerd#

it appears that the t+aaperature of the solutions lay below tail% de.

cosposition field of pyrophyilite and is estimated to have been in the

range of 250-350° C. Small amounts of chr-,; s000lls were observed in

the alteratim *one likich suggests that the aiteration . may ::1 .rifc been

related to the mineralisation epoch that created the copper deposits

in the Virgilina district thirtor 14iless to the south..

The principal. clay-pyrite zone can be treesd through the pit

around the nose of a westerly plunging syncline to the opposite

southern face a the quarry. its position aim be confirmed by , drill

hole data and it is represented on the cross sections on Plate

The clay-pyrite zone is rutilay concordant but is not limited to a

constant position nor thickness. Its presence is istsually marked by

the brilliant visas-green mice or by dull green to black ohleri te.

within the clay itself, the original texture of the kyanite quartette

is entirely obliterated. The *iv was anaiNyzed by D. T. A. and was

determined to be s kaolin ;mineral (tire 4). X-ray diffraction

patterns indicate the principal clay ?mineral is kaoiinites. but that

merit. is also present in limited quantity.



View of alteration zone - looking west from northwest end of pit 
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Pyrophyllite *iteration was fullr expected twtd diligent4

sought without success. This is curious' Oftee Pltrint4lite-

motor alteration product in kienite wartaitie sit* -o the south.

It *wean, that either a pyrophyllite stage of nretropeseiveo

alteration did not occur or that pyrophyllite was later comlstell

destroyed by' lower te 'stare kaolin alteration. Clay peoudororphs

after pyrepktillito were not found.»

Tvasoortaoheite elteratkion

During the course ot sous exploratory drilling 300 feet west

of the prestmt pit, a 60 foot interval of topasi-tuoilate bearing rock

was encountered (PIste natural outcrops exist over the drill

hals, but a bulldozer evosed tali* bed rock few toot below the

Morisco* The rock st first appear* very snob the alteration tones

surrounding the clay alteration erase, but was found t4), consist of

040 per oint fine Ireinted topes. Topes can be identified by eye only

because it usual:4 is preferential4 stained brown to pink fad has a

fine sac ¢ F . dal texture.

The first tiotntor host or bole X2 reported. about

tops* with a five foot Interval, 540 feet, stowing 45% to., ;.iss Topes

occurs in all the churn drill cuttIngs frim 060 feet with an overall

averse* of near4 20 per cent. The topaz zone is characterised by the

seocharoidal texture o.0 quartz and topas end productif otthedral apple*.

tosNorearalci grOON1 books of tucheite, Pyrite appears to be absant ill the

highest grads topes sones ftutile to present as pi.xac to red atroa4s of

very fine **Ital. asmooisted with thet topas Mato VI B) . Koala

exists t residual minerals and mow, rude peeutioatorphs of topes
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aggregates after coarse kyanite crystals can be seen in hand specimens

and in thin sections. Clay alteration is absent. The rook is poorly

cemented and friable. Owing to the leek of outcrops the limits of the

topaz replacement body is not, knam. Topaz was not encountered any-

where else in the area, but because it is so difficult to recognize

megascopically$ it could be present.

Top.* is an excellent refractory mineral and calcines to a

high grade dense mullite with the release of 15% weight of fluorine.

The U. S. ?urea' of Mines conducted a drilling program on tie Brevfor

Topaz Deposit in Chesterfield County, South Carol:Lila in 1950

R.I. 4992$ 1953), the topas content indicated by drill hole 14 at

raker 14auntain exceeds that of anr similar interval drilled at the

Brewer Deposit. If a need arises for exploiting topes either for its

fluorine content or its refractory qualities, the Baker Mountain topes

occurrence is sufficiently promising to encourage further exploration

to clAttentine its extent.

5tructur!.

Folding

The rocks of the Baker itountain area have been subjected to at

least to periods of folding. The meet prominent folds have axee

trending nearly east arra are several hundred feet wide from crest to

crest. A prominent syncline is the locus of the Baker Mountain ore

Nut!. This frylleible is well exposed in the pit, here the bedding and

foliation dip steeply south on the northern face of the *tom and

steeply to gently north, on tkze southern face of the quarry. An anti...



alma fold a43acent to the taajor synclinal structure is well exposed

in the floor of the pit a few hundred feet west of the mill. &lease

features and drill hole data permit the construction of sections wtlich

show the nature of the folding.

A secondary set of miner folds at near:ty right englea to the

first is developed and veil exposed in the pit. The folds range from

weak to intense, but are seldom overturned. Schistose quartzite is

*onetime crinkled psrallel to this secondary set of folds and tiqanite

blades are often bent and twisted into the shape of the crinkles. Sueh

kyani te blades show strongly developed etrain aheitkot, granulation and

crushing. The minor folding evidently took place after the 4anite had

termed..

The axis of the seoondary sot of northerly trending folds nearly

pazballels the strike of the diabase dikes and the northerly trending

normal faults that displace the ore body. The folds probably reflect

compressive forces which, when relaxed, produced the norma1 /faults into

which the diebe.ae intruded.

placee the krani te quartette is present as an intricately

contorted hard, dense rock, while a few feet await there is evidence of

extensive rupture and shear *doh formed large and small boudina. The

rock has been locally reduced to almost asorloni te containing rounded

spindles of kyanite and quarta rods (figure 8). it would seem that

the forces took place at a depth near the interface of the rheid field

and the rupture field for the time involved, or else the forces vera

often repeated over a long period of time under continually decreasing

load.
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An attempt was biede to correlate the abtardium e of kyanite with

its position relative to the various structural features* 'While it can

be demonstrated that quartz segregated at the axer or minor folis where

presumably this pressures were locally leas, 110 consistent pattern of

concentration for kyanite was observed* lib evidence was flo n to show

that the kyanite ves farued as a result of the intense folding or local

differential shear.

Faulting

Mere are two well developed systems of faulte exposed in the

Baker Hountain quarry, both of which are probably related to post**

kyenite detonation*

, prominent series of fa =-ts trending neerly easterly general:4

parallels the foliation plantie the iryanite quartzite can be seell in

the northwes :, : '0 face of the quarry* The fault is marked by prominent

alickensides and a. bright ¿r ei 4z1 tone of medi: to coarse ¡gained

ehroxitax mica. About six hundred feet to the east, the fault zare is

veil exposed in a deep drainaze cut which cuts the zone at right angles*

The faulting evidently does not quite parallel the bedding* but crosses

it at a slight angle* The principal feult zone is boundeEd an the foot

wall by the country rock in the drainage ditch* stile 600 feet to the

weet it is underlain by severel toms of feet ot hard igronite quartai#e.

On the southern side of the pit similar reitato can be observed

'whieh dip in the oppo siU d ir ecti en s roughly concordant with the swum.

cline. The fault tone cm be welt observed in 'the face of tba quarry

which cuts the tone at right angles about 800 feet west of the plant

(Plate II)* Here the fault loses its identity as e planes alnd becomes
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a son. a *lay gouge seandering among large and email spindle shaped

houdine of hard kyanite quartzite* An interesting feature of the

*one is the large kyanite crystals *Wet have been rolled in the plane

of the faulting* In one place, tor *samples a *One or clay contain,s

numerous loranite crystals about an inch or so longs none ot which have

a single sharp or an ar edge* The cristals have been rolled and

abraded until they now have a uniform stp India shape (fttwe 3 ) 0 It is
impossible to determine the amount of displacement thet took place

aiong these sheer planes, but it is probably not greet.

A second set of more sharply dellned faults; tread in a norther*,

direction. These faults are clearly later than the foliation plane

fractures and dieplace them (Plate Ari Os The faults may be related

to the erogenic forces which produced the noresal faults and diabase

dikes of the Triaseie period, since the general trend of the faults

paraIlels the trend of large disbase (tiles in the region* The western

boundary of the Baer Mountain deposit is partly defined by a strong

northerly trending norstal (t) feat,. The fault is well. exposed in two

places at the southwestern limit of the excavation* The ore horizon

is abruptly out off by the fault and altered muscovite schist lies on,

the hanging wall* Orin holes on either side of the fault indicate

that the displicement is probably °maid/arii:1e, since the ore extends

to a depth of 140 feet east or the fault, yet a hare drille4 to a depth

of 100 feet just west of the fault tailed to encounter ore* A series

of these northerly trending fault sones cut across the .!quite quartzites

displseing the various segments a the ore bodor, and add to the

difficulties of mining uniform ore*



WILLIS

A1.2Toduc.Ase

The largest kyanite deposit in Virginia, and:probably

the largest *proven" deposit of kionite quartzite in the Itiforld,

is the prokinent monadnock, Willie Mountains that list 65 miles

west of hichmond in southeastern Buokin¡ham County (figuro 3).

The mountain rises obrvey. trim the gentli roiling Piedmont,

which has an elevation of 500 to 600 feet, to a 1442CUM/Ull elevation

of 1160 feet* The (meat of the mountain extend about two miles

in a northerly direction, end is entire:4 composed of a steap4

dipping bed of kyanite quertsite about 150400 feet thick at the

summit (Plate VII a). The sides of the mountain are sheer cliffa

* few hundred feet high* A quarry has been opened on the south

end of the mountain *dab suppItas kyanite ere to the crashing end

flotation plant operatodby the 4yanito Mining Company on the flanks

t the mountain*

Although this area max studied in detail by the

(litmivishade and Potter 1961), their data mas not available, there..

tore a brief reconnaissance vas made of the area during the present

stuAy for the sake of completeness* The major geol o features

mare mapped on a portion of the t...O.C* 15 minute quadrangle tap,

entitled 1Parmvilles Virginla,and on aerial hotorx-LpYls obtained from

ths U. Se Department of Agriculture* The regional. pology mus not

7$



mapped in detail (figure 9).

4fcapaY:

The kyanite quartzite horizon in the Willis Mountain area

has considerable topographic expression, and is marked by promtnent

narrow ridges and hills along its strike. Kyanite quartette crops

out more or less continuously for over eight miles. The topograp4y

clearly outlines a major anticlinal structure.

The anticline plunges to the south at an angle estimated at

15 to 25 degrees. The west limb of the anticline dips steep; to

the west, while the eastern lib dips at moderate angles to the

southeast. The symmetry of the anticline is disrupted at the nose

of the fold by a large second order syncline. The continuity of the

outcrop fails in this area, and pods of intensely contorted kyanite

present a puzzling structural picture in detail* althouy the gross

features of the anticline are clear. There is considerable flowage

in this part of the fold, and while same parta of the bed have been

thickened, other parts have been pinched out. The structure of the

surrounding rocks conforms to the anticlinal structure.

The rocks surrounding the kyanite quartzite are mostly biotite

and hornblende schist* and gneiss's, with a few thin green schist

meMbres end locall4r 80M4 muscovite.oalmandine-Xyanite sohiets and

quarts-muscovite schist,. Pegmatite bodies, some of considerable

extent, crc,;, out in the vicinity of the fold axis. Diabase es are

common, and cut this kyanite horizon in at least fivalAaces*

The contact between the kyanite quartzite and the surrounding
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rocks was not obserred,. One diamond drill hole of the U .S +B «l'i i

crossed the contact on the north end of Willis Mountain. The under-

lying rock, in the imedista viainitiy , of the kyaftitio quartsit,e horizon

io * biotite-quartz pities containing a few per cent of 4yanite and

a sprinkling of pyrite cubes.

Muscovite-garnet-kyanite schist crops out in the saddle be-

tween the southern and northern peak of Willis Mountain, and on the

fire service road that climbs up the southern slope of the main

mountain. It is a medium to coarse grained rock that contains

almandine and blue komita in certain bands, and locality a little

ataurolite. Segregations and short irregular poda of quartz contain

deep taus 4anita. The kyanite in the Xyanite quartzite deposit is

light grey to colorless and of an anhedral habit, unlike the blue

auhedral kyanite of the schist. This is the only area found during

the present study where muscovite-gerna te schist, resembling

in many respects the typical kynaite schist of the western Piedmont,

was found in contact with kyanite quartzite.

Quarts-muscovite schist crops out in a road cut just east of

the nose of the anticline, where the kyanite quartzite has been

greatly thinned. This schist bears a remarkable likeness to the

quarta-muscovite schist described from Baker and Leigh Mountain areas.

It is medium to fine-grained, buff colored, contains 10450 quart*,

a per cent or two of pyrite, and thm balance white mica or muacovi te .

Within the querts-muscovite schist exposure, a few thin quartsite beds

occur which contain abundant colorless Xyanita. The thickness caf the

schist is about equal to that of the normal kianite quartzite and lies



directly an. Vae strike at the icyasite quartette, horizon* which

suggests that the trarte.muccovite schist is hare either: (1) an

alteration product ,A!`' kramite warteite brought atout by potash

stetasornatism assooiated with large powistitic bodies in this vicinity

or* (2) it le a reanant of this horiaen k. gava rise to the kyanite

*doh* elsewhere in the district, le represented ter poteabadefi nt

kranite quartzite.

The stetamorphic rank of the rooks in the violator ot

Mountain is sonarttlat hietter then that found in the viciniky ot Lei&

or Baker roantains, ranging tree the karardste-staurolite subtaci es

the albite-opidote subfacies of the emphibolite facie. (Turner and

Verhoogen 1.951* pp. L2.462). The original nature of tile rocks has

been obscured* Six miles. to the northeast the metamorphic rank In-

c:ea/0es to the sillimsnite-althentitne subraaies. Within this zone, the

kyanita quartzite has been converted to eillimenite quartisite in places*

but ix most places has been reduced to a sericite-.;<.t,soovite quartette

with recognisable sericite pectdmorphs after kyanite.

The average thickness of #die lotnite quartzite z°izon 3.m in

the range of 804.20 fefet. The bed dips to the east on the eastern

:Limb tha anti,eline at angles r ,'''411 . from 20° to too with 10°

being a pod average. Other taws being equal* the steeper the dip*

the store prominent the outcrop and the higher the hill or ridge aver-

lying the kysn-ite quartzite* Ito considerable relief of Willis

Mountain itself is due part4 to the resistant natuLre t4te thick



body kyanite quartzite* but largely is due to the very steep to

vertical dip of the kystnite horizon. laza blocks or krinites

hundreds of feet on a side bounded on three sides by strong joints*

remain in place on lie liountein only because they are supported

by equally resistant kyanite quartzite below (Plate VII b). The

mein ease of 'Willis Mountain has a vertical to n,ar vertical dip,

but the large implants of the depoeit that lie south of the diabase

dike have been strongly folded.

The abundant exposures end the 4.3-me:naive core drilling allow

eme positive statements to be made about the character and grade of

the irritate ore underlying Willis Piountain. A total oit 32 diamond-

drill holes were completed by the 11.3.1-!...14. in 1950, aggregating

3876 feet. Core recovery was exceptionally good, and the oar* has

been stored in the U.S.?.M. core librar: at ilinneapolis, Minnesota*

The core was not inspected, but several thin sections that were pre-

pared by the u.S.G.D. o.4" representative sections of core *ore

examined.

The grade ot kylnite proved to be remarkably censietent

throughout the deposit and averages over 3%0 The iron content

varies considerably* and in the fresh cores is largell du* to

disseminated pyrite. An attemt was made to *oleos the relationship

between pyrite and kyanite by plotting the write content against

the kranite content of a series of representative unweathered cares.

The resulting plot shove that there is no stktn consistency of

the pattern of distribution of the two miners:1N although there is

a tendency for the kvealte abundance to be invereell proportional to
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the pyrite content. This relationship is believed to be the result

of pyrite taking up apace Vitt might otherwise have been occupied by

It is believed. that no t r etlattionship be-

tween mrite genesis and kyanite genesis.

Kritnite quartate from 14.1:lis Mountain is similar to ether

kyanite quartzites* although the reek is commonly coarser with

Crystals up to 1,0sua and longer. The igranite is grey to colorless

and is difficult to see in fresh17 broken rock. It is btore resistant

to weathering than quarto and eomon4 stands out on weathered

surfaces. The habit a tho kranite is largely anhedral to eubhedrel

and ie arranged in a strong gneissic texture with more or less

lineation expressed by the Majority of kysnite blades. rtear the fold

axis, 14;yanite blades at angles to the foliatian are c omen, as *re

bent and broken crystals.

host crystals e kyenite are reUtivealiy free et inr.lusions,

although some sections show the- kyanite to be extremely poeeilo-

blaetic (Plate VII G). Muscovite shreds occur ocoosional4 on the

crystal interfaces between quarts grains and rers4 a . the kyaniteft

quarto interface. The total. amount of muscovite in the or bock!". as

e whole is slight, prcibably overawing less than we per cent. Rutile

is ¡present as widespread sulihedral graine plo stily mailer than Oars%

in largest dizension. There is no strikiryg pettorn a rattle con-

centration as is sometimes observed at Baker Mountain. althotAgh rutile

cmmonly occurs on the kyanitesquarto interface. There is more rutile

diessednated throughout the quarts ground MUM than occurs as in..

elusions in }rotate.
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Copper minerals were not observed in place on the mountain,

but abundant green copper stain from the weathering of chalcopyrite

bas form , , on many of the fresh large blocks kyanite quartziteI4

used in the construction of the office building of the tlanite

Ilining Company in 1957. The on*y sulfide mineral encountered be-

sides pyrite during tIli s atrusAy was aphalari.te, whi,i was Observed

in a few specimens from the quarry, as ocoaaional resinous grains.

Topos was identified in one thin aacti.,;.,, The average mode of the

kyanite quartzite at Willis Yountain is as follows:

Xyanite 25-40%

Quarts 60-70%

Pyrite 0- 2%

autila 0.1- 1%

nee IA

Other minerals, such as barite, diaspore, corundum, zircon,

and apatite are occaaionalk present, but not in quantity*

The oampoa#:tion of the quartei. ta is very constant, Although

minor segregations of 4yanita anA quarai occur,. One large lenze of

neari,y pura coarse massive Iganite crops out along the crest of the

ridge for several tens of feet. ,-iaaai.ve kyanite of the "Indian"

variety was considered strategic and was the object of the U.Sai,,Mi

drilling prograu. Only 5000 tona ar massive o indian n Xyani.t+a was

found during the course of the drilling program, although millions of

tona of 30% illani.te quartzite were revealed.
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The following factors mot be considered in developing a

theory of genesis for ktanite quartzites

« Kyanite quartzites occur witaiin or near nets-

volcanic and sequences or rock.

2. The cmpositicon or itlesite quartzite is character-

ized by 15-30% alumina, very law alkaline earth

content, low to moderate iron content u re-

presented by pyrite, and, 70-80 silica.

The deposits tkypically slIOW concordant relations

with enclosing rock sequences, and have the dis-

tribution and characteristics of individual beds.

14. The aletamorphic rank of the surrounding rocks is

low to vtoderate.

Surrounding rocks contain trtormal metamorphic mineral

as laps and few ty rphiu "stress minerals*.

Several modes a origin were considered for laanife quartsites

in Virginia, including*

1. 14ceelisation of kyanite quartzite as a result of

special stress or sheer conditions confined to

certain *luminous horisova a

2 liydrothermal, pneumatolitic , or metasoria tic

introduction of *lumina lizt a porous siliceous

horizon.

3. Metamorphism under moderate temperatures and high

pressures of a sedimentery or lvdrotherals1 (*Arta-

clay protolith (origtnal rock, Zen 1961).
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evi.! eoricz oitAniak.S.-Lanitit

R. It* Rood (1932) stuottying the osetavorphic rocks on tite

,Shetiald Islands* T40 Xi, round largo and small veinlike quartz-

ityanite rocks in a ternd.n of chloritoid end igranite schistos. The

veins were composed of Elsitsew Wed quartz, aid blue

euhadral to subhedrel rosettes at 4anittas The rooks ilemediatelky

adjactot to the veins were istqvveriahed ii itics i'4*ad aorgaudsd

that the veins were the result of metamorphic differentiatim or

endigenous socretico

jo A. Dunn (1,929s /9)2) .. Hibed the goo3,ogy of the ono.

to:wive lotanite deposits Ls. he found the ranite depoate

to be asec-pclated with a :long belt of metamorphosed volcanic rocks.

The hi 14" grade kysnite deposits are conr mineraIegioalloy simples

and occur in long lenses or beds parallel to the beddLngs, ito cons*

eluded that the deposits formed from is norms). process *1 high grade

regional sotamorphiem co special U*1 alumina scavantai such as

bauxites derived from volcanic rocks.

Jasper L. Stuckey (1933) described the geology or some

ityanite quAirtsite deposits in North Carolina. fie concluded that the

Ofvollablo evidence points to the forAstion of the kranito deposits

by metasoftta:c replacement by hot solutiors tve ca by vatierta veins,

pogmatiters and their parent, intrusion..

Smith sad New:Gybe (1951) described the goc,,,,o of Wit it,yartite

quartette deposit et kienus Mob in :`,outh Carollxte. 4r conclude

that the deposit is formed by t drothermal replacement and at
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of kysniteo The tvereleabiliv of the original sandstone is considered

to have controlled the localisation of the alminous solutions which

ware derived frort the Yorkville to intruCton.

Potter (19% pot UO) ates evidence that the 4anz7 s no

deposit is metoasediavratary twit he *data that some movestent of almtne

evidently takes place in the tomatton k7arkite deposits* sevidettest

suggests that such mobility' is strictly. loca in extent and is mostly

a resorting of s alumina sad silica rather thAll $ t wholesale

stivati°12 of
amine.

Vernon 4. iiiwt (1959) in a study of the Orwe ountan tyanit .

quartzite deposit in ..,:teorgi,a, states that the kienite deposit was

formed frost an acid tuff by * process sistil,z. to stetasenatic replace,*

mots contrd primarily by

cttluds $

cilia physical cen4itioneo cone.

*The anits (at Graves ilountain) .4 obi bly grew miler
water deficient conditions at 400.4**. c and hiet pressure

kyanite ¡grew along 4i rratc/L, rc,, form idlici% transacts
therefore localisation was caused not so e..1.4.zh

original rock corlry tLit,;.:011 its by special. ?I-414%Q conditions. oo
The special condittons that indua t,* lizranite 1:1A ovth night
have been created by perneating (water deticient?) gases at
a higher pressure than the *cult rocks cc et special
cheatistryou

In the opinion of Gilbert rapenshade No So Q.

communication )

"fumy kyanite.quarts deposits am stetamerOose4 sediments
but some depeeits may have ben formed Prom volcanic rock
in whioh localized hyttrothe'rms1 leeching 1,11 Amara:Lie oentsra
has rammed nearly evenrtbing but silica* alumina* and
titanis; f91-4orine and auphur ware possibly ixttroducad into
some deposits,"



Chen/Leal Ana .,. sea of to tuartzite. .d . 1.e.Lited

Partial cherdcal ett sea of high gr kyanitto quartzite

from the Willis and Dakar Yountain deposits and the e . . s Knob

deposit in `th Carolina were made &ring the course this stilt

by. the Alumina Research rApartment of tiainolds Aeta Company. Om-

pieta chemical analyses of the kyanits wabtsite froliu the tioweve

Knob and WAntairt deposits were c t ii : .NJ trap the u* S* s,*

Clapenshade, pm:items' contunicstion).

The alumina content ot the high gra,x nits ore samples

ranges frotri 23 to 25 per cent Ista,bic,e) 'Watch le soft:what

higher then the *mica aladne content of kwanite olartaite.

*AM letold from the minoralogi.e c eltion of lgranite quartzite, the

alkali content is nil. Iron is present in variable amolanta told is

a function of the write content. The calcium content reported in

the three hie' grade sawie s may be epurious since no calo itak bearing

minerai. r vere idea/Mod in thin sections of kyanite qaartaite and

DOM was reported I. the U. S. 0. S. analyses.

The titanis contimmt ot VI* ityardte qu artaites reported in

the partial analyses is low (table lobac,e). Microscopic grain counts

revealed tiutt the trpics1 ilyantte quartzite cantatas about SO% to

100% more than in reported. A chemical *hook of the s ample s. s:.worted

this, but corrections were not obtained.

The chemical corwicition of kyanite quiArtzite is not remarkable

so faith for the silica and It 14441111 0011 ten t as for the very low content

or other common elements, especially petasesium. The chemical cool-
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position of aver e shale (Clarke 1924) , typical Hy= quarts porpboy

(fl: 1,17) and tvpical sedimentary kaolins (Whitehouse 195) ) are.

preaented tor comparison with .. the composition of kysnite quartzite

(tabIM 1-rash).

stel Aructure and

Andalusite, and kywaite are po4morpha baying

the composition Alei0 . ,da.. s a specific a o` 3,,-0
.r F.ai.te 3. rs and kra.. 3 . alusite and salimanite

crystallize in the orther.ic system, rhombic diwrramidal class,

while livenite crystallises in the triclinic system, pinscoidal class.

The three minerals ara alassi,riei as nesoeilicatee, that is,,

the silica is arranged as independent tetraheera groups, /Lod the

tetrahedra are present as separate entities. (*as= 1956 144.77)

Investigation of the atomic figuration ob' the polymorph has revealed

that in : kyanite the 5104 tetrahedra are independent, but arranged in

adjacent pairs. All of the pc 4morph e ars built of chains of oota-

hedrally coordinated aluminum, but in s illimanite the chains are linked

by tetrahedrally coordinated slmminum end s fl i oon . in andalusite by

rive fold coordinated aluminum and in kyanite by octahedra:4y co-

ord.ineted aluminum (Keiler 1952 Pp 453). The oxYgerl stole or 4rani tie

are approximately in the position, of closest packing, and the fora of

the triclinia kyenite cell can be related to a cubic fece centered

lattice Ukragg 1937 pp. 168).

Theoretical consideration. Oiaeon 1958 pp. 75 ) indicete t:Ast
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tetrahedrally coordinated ailed= is 'die no att stable coordination in

high terrirsoraturs environments, utiile catabolically coordinated alttninw

is most stable in low ter4x4rature, hiGh premix. ertvironmente

with 1.00% octahedral-1y coordinated aluminum should be ravorad over

andaliaeite and sillirtaata at high preasurer. Laboratoz7 syntheala

the polymorphe support the Theoretical view. :imotver the systea

no2 - H20 has been s uccesaftaIi investigated on4 at pressures

and teoperatur-a above those which ware believed to have exiaed

during the formation e natural kyani te, andalusite, or aillimmite

The ayetem alualina-ailica.-water has boon diemissed etvver4.

authors* tkoy Oeb Ortt C1.554 ixtvanigated the system over the

temorature range 100-930° Ci at preaoures uip to 200 ben* but did not

synthosit o the A1205104 polymorphe* yAtbseq uen t work ohoved that they

can be eynthesisgad at a detectable rate only at hizher pressures

Otoy 19540 lieraaor 1 9* itannedr 1955). Icy and Caton* found that

Igranita dac ; , r .:.sate at giodera t4 Vat Or press ure s 'below LiSoP vo and that it

is stable in the prerence of excess water only at very high taveraturea

and pressures. K enned7 (15g) found that kyari te . eon be crown at

temperatures as low as 550° e under water deficient conditions at high

ctuarining praastAres. fieitancet (195$) found the three poi:morphs

occurring togethcir in achists in Idaho with, no evidence of asequilibrius«

consideration of the 1030141 ritability conditions of asoociated

minerals, etia .suggested triple point at about WO* 0 Auld mammas of

a few thousand bars. gurst (1) reviewed the available data and cony.

structed a phaac diagrara (figtme 10a,) which was partially baaistd upon his

of t hek Ciravets Nowatain, ricorgia kyani:te quortzite osit. a.
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phase diagrams ter the composition Alii05 which have appeared in the

recent literature ere reproduced in figure 3.0. More s general agree-

Inent that çaìt lies in the high pressures 14nt temperature ot

the fields but the disagreement shown in the specific configweation of

the curves is striking.

A limitation of laboratory stability studies is the *textile

chemical eravirconant that it usuaUr maintained &ring syntheses. The

cannon presence of elements such as titenium fluorine, phoephorouss and

su2,phur in kranite quertsite deposits has been noted. Ceramic research

has ehown that titanium, phosphorous, and boron have e narked affect

upon the rate out lower te,eretwe limit of mullite formation in alumina-

silica refractories. Titania is desired in amounts up to a few por cent

in alvadnous refractories since it promotes more rapid growth vat

crystals and reduce* the amount of uncombined .rf alumina after

Phosphorous has long beal used as an additive to promote density in

nu:Lilts refractories.

An example of the effect of trace amounts et boron on mantis and

silltmanite formation cws be cited. The mullito work* at Sheltca,

Canneetieut employ calcined alumina and Georgia kaolin as the principal

ingredients in the (tables ufaich are fired at 3000° r to form mullite grog.%

The desired porosity of this product is lit-W. A carload a auxins

contaminated with only 0.Citiig boron vas received and consumed during /toil

1960. This Basal amount of bons wes sufficient to change the character-

istics et the taalite considerabity*-the porosity fell to 2.03% and the

malite oontent increased from 65% to 9% (oral comsaolioation,

Xordiek). Silli.manite has been reported to st arm at teciperat,xres

as low as 450°400° and at atout O atm. wsterooressure
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in the presence of boron wad sodium eats Itichei-1 417 310).e

smounts of elements which ary ecoonon,4 present in 4anite

quartette and in s volcanic terrain have the cataytie efteetp and

prestoUng the growth a the mineral walite* it is suggestedsted that these

elements say have had a similar street up= the iformatL on of kyanite

in kyanite quartettes, at a pressure and rsvers tare envirormint below

that predicted fma prostet laboratory data,

Another limitation in laboratory synthesis is that the vs. , or

pressure of water generally must equal total to the solid

phesem ths reaction tubas« Under natural conditia243, e. allr
under low to moderato rank sletamorphistio it is not necessary to assume

that the vapor pressure ot water woad equal the total presume (at the

solid phase. the system were *pm to water it is possible the

¡granite could sons at atuch lower temperatures an4 pressures than is

possible with current techniques of laboratory . synthesis.

A discussion of ths stabilite of kyanite would not be complete

without reference to the rtrosa hypothesis of .rker (1932 pp. 14?) .

fi arker believer; that in some C 400111 stress reduces the BAIA of stabilitar

of some minerals to nil, while conversely there are otalker minerals that

crystallize only under the influionce of stress* vaults i.s oonsidered

as a stress mineral* *tile andalusite is wnsiderad to be antistress.

This concept vas reviewed critically by Turner 4951 pp, 3,4) who con*,

*lulled Viet darker' s concept of strese minerals directly conflicts with

the theoretically deduced principlo that the effect of pure shear upon.

cherdeal petrattial of an elastic solid vsx7 small* /*told

evidgme. s tlggests that differential stress is not essential to Ovate



formation since igranits occurs in veins i pegmatities, end in 'vulgo

()late vil. se wail as in schist*, ¡meioses and other obviously

sheered rocks. In the specimen illustrated ir4 Plate 11 there ktaa

been abtetdant fersotion of kronite in a rock which hr.* well ditieloped

graded bedding and which has not teen subjected to moll obvious shear.

MAIe shear my encourage kyanite formation other tangs being aqua,

it probably to not ft controlling factor.

The low metamorphio rank of the rocks etic. losing moos et the

kyanite quartzites erietWatered ir 'this otudy Indicates tat under saw

conditions kvicite is stable et lower temeratures JEW pressure* than

is go-L:.: supposed.

The foregoing discussim of the stability field of kyanito

tivhasites the following points of importance in the consideration of

the meads of kyaritte quartzites

1* krenite is the high !pressure - h of it,12SU;*

2* Xyarite is a lw temperature polysiorph ot A1/251

3. Wateradafictent condition* increetre tba stablaity

of kiarite at lem preesure and temperature.

It. The pregame of certain elements au,ch as phostAttoro,ast

boron, fluorine, and titeraoa gsz also increase the

stability o antt in low pressure and '4 stare

envirotazants.

5. Stress and/or shear mz increase the stability ot

litrmite in ell anvil:manta*



Localization of Emits usrtsite as .aesult of ,Stress

Hurst (1959) has mede s good case for the localization of the

Xymite.quarts reek at Graves Mountain, Clitoral.* se a result of J Qc ;.

stress conditions in au said taff of the Volcanic-<late series. His

evidence includes the presenes 4y*nite in fractures and the deveopm

sumet. of a *one of high grad* lowanite parallel to freeture cleavage at

an angle to the bedding. Hs suggests that water deficient hi pressure

gases of *special chemistry" may have t len direct4 responsible for the

kyanite mineralisation in fracture zones. Movevsr, *pate also oceurs

in abundance slang bedding planes in the Graves Mountrain deposit, in a

manner similar to the Vtrginis 'vault. deposits described in this study,

The writer eotem' ned Ute Orevea Mountain deposit and co:alluded

that the localisation a konito in shear sones is * seeondarr feature

related to post-kyanite deternation, introduction ot lasulite and

development of pyrophyllite rather than to the genesis of Xyanite

quartzite. P imilsr effects have been noted in other ityenite deposits

but are sssentisl4 absent from some deposits inaluding the large Willis

HOUtita.ill deposit in Virginia.

yanite quartsite in its early stages of ormstien may have

existed as a resistant, (dryI) san unit which, because of an inherent

difference in rigidi*y between itself and surrounding setale or Avila*,

mus sdhj eet to different stresses than the enclosing r ooks . However,

the intricate contortions of many 4yanite quartzite horizons in.

dicate that tas parent horison did not behave much differently
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. sedates

It night be expected that letarxiLte %40 'Ad 10 how some effects

in the presence of obvious stross and shear. tiewwittr careful

search t or tivixtenee that kyanite is promoted br stress and especial.4

shear conditions produced no tangible results* At Ulf Clubb

Mountain kienite quartzite deposit in Yorth Carolina, polished oat

rl icken sided fault surfac e s are well displayed* Thin section

szatrination of the fault !surface shows the kranite and (Ionia

wtylonitised and progressivel$ reduced to almost o powder totard the

poll -:we surface of the feat, but. nothing was found to indtea. te the

kyanite war recrystailised or had undergone the ali test prow/relative

develormtent slang the twat surface*

In tbe Baker Mountain sit, mines of hi. sheared kyonite

quartsite were found. Nyartite erystas remainit k-; thi a tone

ow no state of progressive crystallisation, Vat were instead

abraded and reduced to a uniform spindle shape (figure 8).

in a kyanitic pegoatite frost 0.1ax* Virginia* 1,pecipteno of

'nay branite with projections of perfectly wahedral kyonite were

found growing into *1st is now a cavity (Pitte nu). The steLtato

nature of t kyanito agwegate here and luny other kvenite quartettes

indicate kyanite con forts in the absence of shear, albeit hi

pressure Toy be necessary. The *pin ,, cavity into *doh kyanitc blades

moIect in Plate vat agy not have bean open it the crystal formed*

it saw instead, have been tilled with a claywaike perunt substance

since washed out. or othervise room&
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ntatic stress or high pressures are requisite to the formation

of kyanitet but no good indication exists se to the Inagelltude of W..

stress in the : Unt temperature onavironment related to the formation a
Itiamite quartette. Differential stress or shear does not appear to

be eseential to the tormstion Itzfenite.

its at IntÁ ;` 1,o

The eencept of kyanite being a replacement or depositional

minfaial resulting frost the Introduction of alumina has been put forth

by a ` rs * n S and Newcombe (17;1) a n a result of

their atuity of the Henrys limb deposit in South Cerolina Potiter (1954)

later studied this deposit and critically reviewed their hipotaseis

concluded that there was no evidence of hydrothermal origin of the igranite

quartette at Henrys Knob.

The writers" principal objection to a brpothesia involving

hydrothermal introduction of alumina is 'Wet kysnite is not stable in

the presence of excess water at temperatures below 550D-600° C. enneetyi

1955) * hyrttumeere, t.h. alumina content of kyanite cparteitet is quite

ordinary and resembles that et numerous sedimattary rocks

as well as felsie volcanie or igneous rock*. It le ncet necessary to call

upon introduction of alweina Striae most of the nonskyanitio rocks

surrounding kyanite quartzites contain equiva3bent amounts or alumina.,

?Ina:14s well documented examples of in tro duced ai, a are rare. Alumina

is One of the most stable of oxides in the geologic environnent and eons.

centrations a it are kitenerally taken to indicate leaching of other

elements rather than introduction of alumina.



leinlitte stringers of Itrinite *snatch reseed:as hydrothermal veins

or replacements do occur in kyanite quartzite 4e,posits, notably at

riagers. Cluttb. and Graves Mountains* The writer exeadned tiese

occurrences and concluded that mish veins are related to post-4anita

movement end deformation rather than to tba genesis of the 4anite

quartettes in which they occur. They are not found in surrounding

nonimityanitte rocks* lisualky the kyanite veins are iiissociated with the

border sons or a masa or' lease of a 'I icy white quartz* .iikacular ivanite

crystals are commen4 oriented perpendicular to the walls of these

in a manner sinner to asbestos* It is thought that the iluarta

lenses are the result of quartz segiegation into zones ot iniu
'AVMS during post4;yanite deformations iiyanite preweadsting in these

zone, is believed to have been remobilized and rearranged in ths perio

;antral scale o.;.' the quartz segregstice, with the eIongortion of the kyanite

cry-stale perpendicular to the direction of maalzram stress. Kyenite is

remartably flexible mineral, under high stress aml, readily deforms

without rupture (Berry and t'as on 1959)* Ztrongly contorted igwite

crystals commly show optical contiriuttor* The ability to yield under

stress may permit kyanite to not i the solid etate and produce vein-

like structures without the necessity oX' solutimes Ottoman (1952)

evoked a somewhet ii1r eagaanation tor concentrations a starlit

along quarts segregations in metamorphic rocks,

The writer concludes that k,yanite quartzite is not the result

of alusdna introduction by isly process now recognised as effective in

mobiliging alumina and that the aluartna content et 11:yanite quartzite i

a direct rellepetton ot the 4k1Untiria content a the pleotolfrith*



The presence of pyrite and topaz in kortite quartzite &posits

has been sited (ttck 19320 5mith and Newcombe 190 ) as evidance

hydrothermal or pneunkatolytio activity related to the genesis of

Ityardte quartzite. IXtring the prese3t- stu4y, moderate to minor smote

of pyrite were found in of tivit Icyanite quartzite . -

si ts in

Vi r tf_tisto Topaz was found on a vin7 mall setae at Valli ii%untaitt

and as a large replacement deposit within the baker kttuntain Xyanite

deposit.

Pyrite is a cons ti tuent in MG tailtilrfkLic rocks a the

Ilvdisont, an(t amounts of two to tour per cent are swum in rook3

associated with tranite quartsite xont kyanite quartzite deposits

contain no more pyrite than is found in adjacent rocks, although. late

hydrothermal ectiviAy at Baker Mountain resulted in local concentro-.-

tiona ef up to tom to tiftesn per cent, it i$ believed that the

sulphurs &War the pyrite, which is present totted kyatite quartz-

it* deposits in Virginia" was preeent t h.s protolith ami war not

introduced. This, in turn, indiestee k bat reducing conditions MU*t have

been, present; OW the hula: of the protolith if it wen footed se a

result of lateritto weathering, or; Ilialst the for!r ith. .1n. ot tite proto/f%

lith IX waa the restat of substaTece lsachin4 of a perateable horizon.

br tietecrio ureteric, Cretaceous kaolin deposits e the southern 'lode.

mot contain abundant write ieoally Nesler 1956)* The writer ob serrod

moderate auourits of euktedral . ykyri te inconsolidate4 Tertitazi kaoline.

quartz sends in .Dritteh Gams. Therefore, it doas not appear ntteessary

to call upon left* settle e mettosolastien to explain the presence

of 'wit. .lowani.to quartzite*



The ma.aeive topaz zone which occurs within the Baker Mountain

deposit was shown to be the result of large scale introduction of

fluorine along poet.kyanite fractures. The origin of the fluorine might

be ascribed to metamorphic mobilization of fluorine present in aurround»

ing volcanic rocks, or the result of pneumatolitic activity as socia te

with the ampla c ement of pegmatites. The crystal a truc ture of topaz

and kyanite are similar, and under the correct conditions, in the

presence of fluorine, the transformation of Xyanite to topaz should

be relatively easy.

The presence of minor amounts of di -ssmina.te topaz in many

Xyaxite deposits suggests that small amounts of fluorine were present

in the prcatolith prior to the formation of the Xyanite quartzite.

Fluorine is characteristic of avolcanlo environment. Rankama and.

sahama (1950) reports "Considerable quantities of fluorine are added

directly to the erogenic cycle by volcanic processes. Tageeva (1942)

found up to 10.4 ton P in natural waters connected with volcanic

activity whereas the maximum content in normal surface water was

2.1 giton."

Topaz is also a oo detrital mineral in sandstones and the

minor amounts of topa found in kyanite quartaite is consistent with a

detrital origin. A sample prepared from five diamond drill holes of

the kyanite quartzite at Willis Mountain by the U..S mG.S. reported only

0.21 per cent F (spenade 1961). The presence of fluorine in kyanite

quartzite can be reasonably explain qd without resorting to special con-

ditions of metamorphism or tlydrothermal activity. in view of the vol.

conic environment, any leas fluorine would be surprising.



m_ite ite ;erived from a (".,..N.._,. .

tlnco the evidence and probability wes not support the con-

tention tnat tbe alunina content ot Wan#. ta qaartaite w s introduced,

it seams apparent that some considerstIon mat be given to tho

composition of the protolith* A reldpothic sandstone or

other permeable palitio s d. : en:t may oohtain sufficient alumina to

fora 20m kyanite* It would I* necessary to evoke rather complete

1eaohing in order to arrive st the ehestioal composition ot most kyanite

quartzites* Leaching could best be accomplished by- near surface

weathering, percolating meteoric waters, or hydrothermal solutions

derived from volcanic source* In any case, the writer con sider s

it essential that a rather highmpurity kaoiinmtove clay be formed

prior to metamorphism.

c ;T l er (1$56) presented o reasonable explanation tor the origin

ot the high purity kaolins and : sandy clay, of &AM Carolina and

Georgia. He envisioned a rapid deposition of unsorted coarse folds

pathicmquartsitic sedimonts 421 vast atibaerial deltas* 6urfaoe weather-

mite

ea - r-

ing and 1eaching by acidic .4-;.tecric waters is hold to have roducutd tue

feldspars to kaolin, ani to have produced the disseminated 4aolin in

th0 S*1147. deposits which rake up most of the basal Cretaceous in

,41orgia and south Carolina* ftb ernt rovor ,

, . and segregation is

thouOt to have occurred, with the Anal precipitation of pure gad:tin

deposits taking place in trash to saline ponds.

The kyanits quartsite deposits at Loi amd Sokoto fountains

occur within or along lithologie changes in the metismerphic ro ck

which enclose * This feature is especially well i:llustrat.$ at
Thehe origninal rock or sediment prior to metamorphism ( Zen 1961)

1
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Baker Mountain wher eXyanite coartzite occurs along the boundary

between underlying (?) biotite-!hornblende sehists and quarts-

muscovite schist, This stratigraphie sequence could be interpreted

as an unconformitr. . The kyanite quartzite could be 'Wilton to reflect

the existence of a feldspathio protolith which was deposited,

weathered an leaChed during a period of emergence of the volcano-

sedimentary series. This leaching would take place in a manner

similar to that proposed by Kesler (1956) to explain the samly kaoline

which occur at the base of the Cretaceous throughout south Carolina

and Oeorgia i S-an Zen (1161) suggested that the pyrophyll.i te-

andal.u:site deposita of the Volcanic-Slate series of Uort-i t;src .a

are the result of motamorphi lKr. of saprolites or laterites produced

during aperiod of erosion during deposition of the Volcaaio-Slate

series.

Kaclini. te has the lowest ion exchange capacity of ail caws.

The unsatisfied lattica chargea on ksolinite are restricted to the ends

or the sheets of the individual crystals; the 001 laere are neutral.

This being the case, the ion exchange capacito, is inverae/y proportion-

al to the square of the radius of the individual hexagonal k.aolinite

crystals. Ion exchange cepacit,y rapidly approaches aminimum in

particle sizes greater than 2 microns. It follows, therefore, that

more coar se4 crystalline kaolinite will have a better chance to re-

aiat '`..t: iaaticn and eventual sericitisat#.on when exposed to alkaline

solutions during compaction, diageneaia and st. tamorphiam However,

factors which control the relative coarseness cf kaolinita crystalli-

zation are poor31 understood.
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There are abundant data on conditions utich promote formation

of various families of clays* MontmorilIonits is the twat abundant

clay formed during wathoring a volcanic rocks, but under certain

c3nditions kaolin can tom even though the bulk of clay forming in a

given area is montwoorillonites Two important factors in the formation

ot kaolin are as followes

1. Permeabili Ve'ver (-959 Th. 172) notes that in

zany instance* there are significant differences

between elai mlnerals in sandztoLes and cleir

minerals in adjacent shale. ComploW4 kaolin is

more abundant in sandstone while L11Lt, and mont-

1u:ital.:Unlit* are mor abun4ant in shales* Permeability

is held to be the Important factor in determining thin

differences

2* .pig; Several authors (Lovering 19500 Allen 1935)

have shown kaolin to be favored in 4 la" ph environ-

The coarse-to-medium texture of most Xyanite vartzites suggests

the pretolith may have been a relativeXy permeable san4y horizons but

paucity of recognisable sedtmeatary textures, and definite conglomeratic

layers or lenses in Virginia kyanite quartzites does point to an

exceptionally porous, highlly permeable horiaons however, the absence a

quartzites, sandstones, conglomerstees or other high4 siliceous bedded

rocks in the vicinity of kyanite quartzite depositt does suggest that

permeable sandstmes are rare in the surrounding volcano-wldimentary

series *frocks* A single peraesble horizon might then have teen sub-
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jected to unusual aqueous circulation or may have provided a channel*

way for circulating solutions during diagenesis and aUbsequent meta*

morphi :,; . Permeability may therefore, be considered' a prime cause

for the localisation of kyanite quartzite.

Thermal solutions percolatin- through a permeable sandy

felAsPethic horizon mad also have produced kaolinite , or if the

temperatures were high enough, dicidts from the original feldspars.

However, chemical analyses of wen documented : _ , thermally pro-

duced kaolins generally show far greater percentag $ of potash than

is present in .sedimentary or residual kaolin, or in kytaite quartzite

(table 2$ la, c). On the other hand, the high teverature kaolin,

dickitel commznly has even less potash, soda, and lime than even the

best commercial kaoline (Whitehouse, Jeffrey and bobbrecht, 1959).

Howeiver, tiekite is a relativey rare mineral, and in hydrothermal

deposits it is general4 confined to narrow zones a few inches wide

adjacent .t to the highest intensity portions of the alteration halos

around and in veins (Sales and Meyer, 1950). Kaolinite is much more

widespread than dickite in : r..thermally altered genes, het it tends to

be rather impure and frequently contains abundant potash. It is also

significant that hydrothermal clays commonly show little er no titenia

while sedimentary kaoline almost invariably contain titania tn amounts

ranging from 0.2) to 1.50%, or in the range of the titania content

kyani.te quartzites.

Espenshade (1961) found doutiky terminated dipiramtdal crystals

of quarts within the kyanite quartzite at Graves Itountain in Georgia.

He concluded that they may represent residual phesee.rysts from a
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vo1canic quartz porphyry that had beat totally lescA(, to form a

Mixture of kaolin arid quartz prior to the notate:001w which prom.

duo the kyanite. kiurstt :1960) made an independent detailed *tug

of he same deposit and mapped the zones of "quarts phenozrysts" as

a Tarts graveI* ae found lphencorystaN of bar:Waite, Al(PC14),

within Um deposits which is iscstructural and ieotypic with quirts

and 'which cannot be distinguished from warts by optical or X-ray

techniques*

During the course of the present study, the writer searched

or evidence of the original nature of the kyanite quartzites

for son. indication that the Omits quartzite horizons

in Vira were derived from an altered volcanic rook. Results a

this investigation were negative and the conclusion seems =escapable

that the Virginia kyanite quartsite deposits represent sketesedimnts.

The original **dimwit is believed to have been a mixture of

clean quarts and kaelinite with minor amounts of titani, sulAhur,

and trace amounts of the alkaline earth siements* The won-alai

purity of the protolith probably is a reflection of tile permeability

or the origina sandstone end the acidic nature of the solutions

vAtioh eircaate throufhh it Because the sandy protolith appears

to have been rather *tar in the enclosing sequence a rooks, it

seem" probable that it enjoyed a greater velum of circulating

solutions than would be tile case if other pez.) s ottannelw, $ were

available* This is thous» to hove caused more thorou, maching

thin is typical of sandy Ways and resulted in a !;reater degree of
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purity, crystallinity, and coarseness of keolinite crystals* This in

turn had the effect of fortifying the keolinite ainst later

initisation when mbjeated to potash and soda bearing solutions while

undergoing disgenesis and metamorphisa*

Conditions un4er which the.ltrejd

Geologic barometers which would be useful in determining the

pressures wash were littainod daring the f4 ;.r.dation o kiyanite quartzite

are not available* The stretigrapiTy of the rock sequence in Utzioh

ranite quartette is found is so obscure that any estimate a the

overlying sediments would be fraught with uneertasintly* laboratory

studies have not fixed a lower pressure limit for kyanitto formations

the best indication of the great pressure that prevailed upon tiul

ityanite quartzite is to be found in the extremely contorted folding

of some of the horizons and the obvious and extensive flowage that

has taken place. Microscopic examination of thin sections reveals

that even in the most contorted of specimens* quartz is commonly un-

strained, and that recrystallization has destroyed any widows of

eateolastie textures Blight have existed. But without a Woe

references and consideration of rheidity (tkirey 1$54), enly the

qualitative statement that "high" pressures existed during end after

kysaite formation is just:U:1.0d*

The paucity of diagnostic ,anerals in and associated with

kyanite quartzite deposits makes estimates of the temperature which

prevailed only slightly less uncertain than estimates of pressure*



Floweveri et teaveratures greater than about 600° C

favored over kysnite at elevated press ives s Below *bout 1103.4)

»sni t* is. stable only wider water deficient conditions* Itte mineral

assemblages in the rooks surrounding the Lei& tlowistain deposit lie

between the vper greensettist laciest and the epidoteft bolitat

tsetse* or betseen estimated temperature isograds 39,4,So°

(Turn.r 1956) The initial sys`tert probabity was A120341,02.4120 in the

quartsmicaolin protoliths but the final kyan i te quartzite is approxi-

stated by the binary system KL2 3-2442* rksring netalor hiest the 07

was open to 'water, but appal:may was closed to other phases* and

the metamorphisra was essential:1y isochesical this differs frail L44113,

Zen° (1961) conclusion concerning the pyropkyllite deposits of 1-Larth

Carolina me chemical (=exposition a tome deposits is closely.

exile? to that of kyanitdo quartzite eloctept for the eater contexit

ikettvveri the raineral assettaages ere ltostly ternary, and Zen am-

eluded that in the case or pyrophylilite depoeitaa water acted av a

fixed phase.

A gradational change fratt pirophyllits deposits to kyanite

quartzite deposits 0121 be shown geograph. (figure I). The kylanite

quirtsite deposits lie on tlIsi peripher,* a the Veleitnic.aste sorjegi#

while the belt of pyroATLItte deposits lie near the center of this

series, about thirtor to fifior miles west of the zone a Iconite

deposits Betitelltt the two major sanes, gradations between the two

types of deposits can be seen* and in aerie places icyarti.te, andalusite,

pyropivillitet and kaolinite comezist. Ms rank a ao se in-

creases as the kyanits content Increases and the water content de-



crease..

Water say have behaved an a fixed otasponent up to * certain

point, and btyond a certain metamorphic intensity the water bnan

to move out et the system. /t is reasonable to assume that pyro*

te wouUl bar pre phase in the trausformatLon of

kaolinite into kvanite.. The Ityanite tn deposits mh ieh occur in the

tntermediate son* between pure kyenite quartette deposits end pure

pyropiwilite deposits frevent4 has a radial . texture, and mimics

eloealy the a.t,herulitio habit of pyropbyr.ite. Mere is rose= to

suspect that such Wanite represents a peoudomorph of Xysnite after

roiroPhillite

The reasons 'why a system "multi become open to water after an

initial period of isochemical metamorphism is not clear, and indeed

it ean *lotto established that the kyanite horisone in VirOnia ever

went *V
'
re% a stag* of pyrophyllite crystallisation. It permeable

quarteose horisons wore the protolith for kyarits quartzite, it is

possible that a pressure gradient for mater existed *long the per-

meable Channel to the temperature and pressure rose atekd that meta-

kaolinite (Â1203 » 7`i ), ratr th pop s the

kyanitre.

Tron, sulOhur, and titanium are present 14 moderate suoants

but do not enter into the binary, alumina-silica system. Alman dine#

ye , is formed i qi deposit*, b
in the presence of .sufficient sulphur, .wits is the stable iron

bearing phase. In the absence of sufficient sulphur, chloritoid is

the stable phase in kyanite quertaite deposits, but onky the Aeger t s
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Mciuntain deposit in North Caro lit* is known to contain chlaritoid

aa the principal troll aphur is evidently abundant/4r

available in the ir kyazite quartsite protolith

Titania is invariab4 present as ri4 ilnecite or aphene

or other titanitst-Learing minerals were not observed. 'rho titania

probabky present s a an attorphyus gel associated with Um ¡CC

osollange sites of the parent kaolin. strA was not introdumod.

Fluorine is szwesent in the mineral topaz at Baker and

gountains. The topes zone at tqattair 410ountain is shown by field re-

lotions and petrocraphio analysis to be later titian kyaate. The

small ataounts of topes which were found at ountain appear

to be in equilibrium with its envimutient. liforow.bearing /a:wale

wore not observed in the topical Igyassite quartsites Virgirds,

althougti abundant tourmaline is present in pagleatitels In the vicinitg

'411.11is Mountain. it boron and fluorine were Imisso nt in the original.

stem, or behaved as a catalyst to promote this growth a kfarti
were present as sobils components, and were not tixed in any sipilicant

degree in the kyanito qaarteitea

In the writer ' s opinion, the evidence sugitest that the irysaiite

quertaits deposits in Virginia ware formal daring low to moderate rank

regional testosorphiar4 Prom enept4onally pure quartam4taolin protoso

protolith believed to have formed by thorough lateritic

weathering of a feldspathic sand/4mo. The protolith rIgtrti alternate-



3,7 have been kaolizised after Wad toy acidic meteoric waters

eirvsulaUno througb a paresabla horizon in an otherwise imperviesble

sequkence voloario-ssdimentar7 rooks.

Essentially isoohesical sastamorphigat of the protolith took

place mier *auditions of high pressure and skoderate temperatures*

Water was deficient, or the sratem was open to water because of a

pressure or chemical gradient for water* Jams such as fluorine or

boron say have been present se Atgitiva elements and railiy have pro...

rioted the growth of kraate at temperatures lever than would be aka

case in their absence. Considerable post.---ectito ttiffervotial

pressures occurred which )aey hove had the effect of cTientinz

cryetals already in existences but shear daes llot appear to have been

en es ectitial genetic ingredient.
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tcolfanc Mat'`' TICt S

Statement

Itiardte concentrates produced free kvanite quartzite are

used priasully tr the refractory 1:wdus tr7 in tille manufacture of

superduty refractories* The total laarket for kosnite conceltrates

is presently about 45,a00 tons por rear et an average price of

about t50.00 per ton. !Inca kianite concentrates contain to 6%

alumina they cm be considered as a potential source of famine.

The rloviet governmect recently announced plans to erect facilities

to extratot aluminum from Siberian sillittanite- deposits. The U. S.

Bureau of Hines conducted some preliminat7 experimental unit upon

koranito among other aluminum silicates, aimed at extracting aluminum

tor direct reduction leattiOdil The indications ere that e great deal

of experimental work will ba necessary before aluminwa can be ex-

treated economic from *lumina silicate saner/asa (u. 5. B. M.

)!:,sport of Imes tattoo.* 55750 1,60)

The pwrpose of this section of the paper is to outline the

present uses at Xyanito extracted frcon kyanite quartzite so the t the

potential value of the kyanite deposits described can be evaluated.
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The Re.rvctory Xrdu9

Refrastorims are defined as any material that does not show

obvious signs of fusion When heated slowly to 1500P C or 272341 F.

Refractories are used wherever there is a need to control or confine

high temperatures, sks in the linings of furnaces, stoves, kilns,

soaking pits, etc. The bulk of refractorier ore produced in the Sera

0.1: bricks of various shapes and the remainder as cements, mortars,

plastic and *astable refractories. The manufacture of refractories

is 4 relatively simple process that involves the taendingarew

materials =4 the forming and firing of various eftepasio

The chief refractory consuming industries are as follows*

Iron and Steel 5a4

Publie Utilitiee 20%

Mon-ferroue Metals

Cement and Lime 5%

mass

mi Refineries

Ceramics

Others

te Kin *nt etiolation

There are two coupanies presently engaged in Alining kienite

quartettes in the United States, The largest is the 114anite Mining

Capeny which operates two quarries in ;'Auckingham end Prince Edward

Countier in Virginias The ether is Oommercialores Xrc. which operates

a quarry near Clover, Fouth Carolins Both companies empiqr open pit
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reinintz techniques on hill (le:posits of kantte quartzite containing

betweoon twentyative and forty per cent Izartite. The or i illed to

Idnne 35 mesh and the ityanite te recovered by froth flotation. Two-

thirds of the kranife produced is sole as raw kywite in varying grain

sizes and about one-third of the production is calcined anti sold as

fluite,.
Massive liwanite is mined in South Africa and India. "Indian"

ante is a massive felted interlocking variety that converts to

militia with a rdittimm loss of strength and a zdnizam totransiot.

Dcoestic kysnite concentrates, on the other hands ovand considerably

oonvorth to mulatto and become weak and friable. Therefore* the

two are not interchangeable anti have quite different uses. Indian

kyanite is mined by rather primitive methods at Lapse %Tull approximate-

ly 100 miles northwert of Calcutta, India. ItseidAlal lumps end botadcws

DUASSiVO kranite are "harvested" br coolies, loaded into ox carts and

hauled to the rsilros4. uch of the readily available high grade Thaw

kyanite ha e apparently been depleted.

Current p.oittcationa DoraitAiiiczeina. coneentrstes

The following specifict.tions are typical of Us industry*

ateatioal analysis 56% Ale, min.

42% max.

acid solubie 0

1.2% tQ2 Mt*

0.1% CaO max.

v2.4% ,:ig0 max.

043;`, combined alkali. max.
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Pyrometric Nava lent 37

Screen sizes ,$), 48, , and 20,
9 .r specific mesh

Ths ideal icyanite concentrate would contain 4 saini a :

alumina, no and no alkalies or other fluxes* For most Awes, it

woad convert to mullite with a minims of expansion and a lainimum

lose of strength. The kyavite would be dense with a porosity of less

than l.0k. In *hart, it would apwoach the characteristics a mullitea

ror many uses however, such es in mortars and cements, the expansion

characteristics of domestic kyanite are a definite asset, since it

compensates for s hzinkage of other r efrac tory components* The high

porosity and low density of calcined domestic kyanite is ideal for

insulation, and for resistance to spellings but the greater surface

area of high porosity refractor: results in more surface for chenieel

attack* Thus, the ideal specification for kyanite depends upon the

intended use*

mite

The largest use for domestic kyanite, both raw end calcined, is

in the menufa c ture of refractory :mortars, cements, ca stable s , and

plastic ramming nixes. In these applications kyanite constitutes from

lo to of the mixture, the baanoe being refr actor7 clays, and

coarser grog materials* A certain proportion ot raw kyani te is used to

offset the shrinking of the clay binder, and the calcined igenite is used

in the coarser sites fOr body.

Certain hi,gh grrade refractory shapes and kiln furniture is comes
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posed chtefliy of graded ststs of calcined kranite bonded with a little

ball clays In Tsost applications, however, nits is used to fortify

the nix or ea a or ingredient liatufacturers or mullits brick use

dogmatic calcined kranite for the finot-iained portion of the brick,

but solders in wotiti es exceeding Igh ty weight a the brick mito

is used by cersmi.c manufacturers of wall taco and sitar 7 were to off4.

set shrinkage end crackling after fir:Inge A new application with an

uncertain future is the 113e of kyanit. as foundry sonde The each

stoester initial cost of kyanite is said to be jiuttified by the greatly

increased life of the nolds

Indian kyanite has traditionally been used to take the coarse

grog sizes needed tor tile etenutseture of grmUite brick, and for the

portions of ratter, cement, and (tastable mixes. Ite position has been

largely takisi by synthetic grallite, high fired flint and diaspore clay

or calcined bauxite for most applications.

1)141w* for Demos snit.

The use of !granite as a large serit., ingredient in refractory

mortar is "snowballing,' socordirig to execativer of companies special-

ising in =miters, costables and other tutfired refractory products

In the past two yams all Vac major steel companies bows tiAtened

specifications on blast furnace and other mortars and now require

ztinimum percentage of kyanits. The steel companies contacted indiaatAd

that they may tighten the specification even more and demand greater

percentages or kyanite ill present kyanite applications end initiate

Xyanite usage in some locations not presently requiring igraniteo
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Apparent4 the last or kyanite results in a superior mortar which tends

to lock Urick in place *itch gradually gains stzentAth .F-srvice and

restate chemizal attack.

'Mare are many applications for kyanite that have not been

adequately promoted. Almost all the n,ew wee for kyanite that have

appeared in the past several. you'd have, come a. the rofcktlt of research

by asinterterted parties. Despite the lack of prosto14,,m and devalowento

$ales of Xranite hare continued to incrsease (no* ).

Kyanite has one outstanding advantage over other high aDastim

clayl, 'shales, or anorUlosite as a potential "bauxIte sbstitute" in that

krainite can be bensficiated i'lrot its host rock to produce s rather pure

60% aluadzi 40% silica concentrate at a relatively tow cost by establIshed

techniques, tioet other "betndt. subetitutea" Nowt be treated ar they are

rained and seldom contain more than 25-3% alumina in tho first stage of

any extractice process If the technical and economic problem or ex-

tracting aluminum Amon pure altsdnum silicate OSII be avert:me* there is

every reason to believe that the 4anitit qtiartsite deposits of Virgizia

eoste day support a large mining industry.
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FLAW III

A.

Typical biotite schist from Lei1.4 bountain area,

1250 crossed nit:bola, Specimen c'_a_ectAu from outcrop

in stream botto ra 4000 feet 4i of stmmit of Leigh

Mountain*

m * muscovite, q 0 oartz f * feldspar, la 0 biotite

1130

Fast° volcanic breecia, Leigh Mountain area, X25,

plane light. Specimen collected from outcrop on forest

service road, I I/2 miles S 50° E of summit of Leigh

Nountain* Hock consists entirely of an intimate inter-

growth of quarts and feldspar (orthoelase7)*

C.

Quarts-muscovite schist from Leigh Mountain area,

X60, plane light* Specimen collected from &rest service

road 600 feet east of crest of Leigh Acuntein*

h 0 hydromica, m 0 muscovite, 11 * quartz
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A.

Example of typical small folds in *pats gpartzite,

Leigh Mountain area.

D.

Oraded bedding in kyanite quartsit* specimen collected

in road cut, 5000 feat so4th of summit of Ida Hill. 1/1

nataral size. Fine grained portions of rock contain 2040

per cent *,ranite, coarse layers contain 5.10 per cent

kyanite.

C.

Bedding. in kyanite quartzite; float near Ida Hal.

This specimen. contains 28 per cent kyanite in grains

most.4 smaller than 1mm. 312 natural size.
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PLATE V

Typical contortions in granitic gneiss, Leigh

Mountain are*. Specimen collected in quarry on $ioute

637, 500 feet vast of t/to Bush aver.

B.

Photomicrograph of Baker Mountain kyanite qaartaite,

X25ß plane light. The euhedralien of wits against

quarts, and snhedraism against kyan#.te is well ohoun.

G.

Photomicrograph of typical poeciloblastic kyanite

tram Baker Mountain k7anite quarteite. Some or the

clusters of quarts blebs show optical uniformitr.
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PLATE VI

A.

Vie/got the hydrothermally altered sons in the

Baker Mountain 4unit* quartzite deposit, looking west.

k fo kaolin zone, t fuchsite zone, kg u kyanite quartzite

see also figure 8 in text.

13#

Photardcrogreph of topaz repleeerient zone, X 25, piano

light. About 75 per cent of this section is topaz, the

mice is fuchsite, the opaque specks end blebs are rutile.

C.

A lunstion of the two major fault systems; northwest

fece of Baker Mountain quarry. The broad flat surface

represents the footwal of the fracture system along which

hydrothermal solution were introduced, and is narked by

brilliant green fucheito The other fault crosses the

first at right angles snd displaces it.
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furs vu
.1%4

View of Valle Mountain from U. 3* haute 150 I/2

mile west of the !moat., The quarry can be seen at

the far right-the processing plant can be seem on the

left.

13.

Typical outcrop of blocky kranita quartzite at

the swat of Willis Mountain. The rook here contains

35% kyanite.

G.

Photcederograph of typical kyanite wartzitea Note

the poeciloblastic texture of moat grains* Opaque

Minerals are mostly pyrite.
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Euhecirs1 kronite cluster from a float specimen

collected near Graiax, Virginia* o,f' the konite

blades projecting into the cavities are terreuutted*

Kyanite bearing pegotatite-s are °melon in this area*

About natural eta.*
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ADDEB DUisi

Since the completion of the present study, the U. S Cleolog. cal

Survey Professional Per 336* Lytni.......limanite and Andalusite

reit$ of tutheeeteri'n States by Gilbert Ii. Eápenshade and DonaldrwrrwA

Be Potter, has been released. The writer was fortunate enough to secure

a copy in time to briefly review it prior to submission of his work.

For the most part the conclusions regarding the geological character-

istics and genesis of kyanite quartzite are in accord, although we

differ on a few points, Two of the differences are as followst

1. Eapenshade and Potter consider the rocks enclosing

Virginia Xyanite quartzite deposits to be of Pre-

cambrien ag+e, while the writer suggests that they

instead be related to the Paleozoic (?) Volcanic-

Slate series.

2, The writer considers the extensive .z ores of kaolin

which occur within the Baker Mountain ore body to be

of hydrothermal origin while Iispenah:ade and Potter

suggest that they are the result of weathering.

The present state of our knowledge of the $trati.graphy of the

crystalline rocks of the Piedmont is so limited that conclusions re-

garding the dating of the various units are g enera1i,y based upon rather

tenuous evi¢ience, Hspenshade has cited the similarity between the

lithology of the gneisses surrounding the Willis and Woods itountains

and that of Lynchburg gneiss to the west, which is believed to be of

125
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Precambrian age (Brown 1958) . The &lei.seee in the 'Willis Mountain

area are rather highly metamorphosed (aupibo1ite fatties) and quite

unlike the eiatee in the Amelia syncline to the north or tile phyllitee

and slates of the Volcanic-Slate series to the south. Graphitic schist*,

which are believed by Espenshade to be equivalent to the Amnia slate,

do occur near the kyanite quartzite horizon in the northern part of the

Di liwyn quadrangle but («te*8e p. 140): 0:It could not be determined

within the mapped area whether the graphitic schist is in depositional

contact or in fault contact with the presumably older biotite gneiss."

The writer had similar difficulty establishing whether or not

the quarts.muecavite schist enclosing the kyanite quartzite in the

Leigh Mountain area is correlative with the Voles lic-nate aeries. The

espoeure:e are so poor and the weathering so deep that correlations are

little better than educated guesses. However, in defense of xgr hypo-

thesis, the following points should be noted:

1. The Wanite quartzite in the Leigh Mountain changes

progressively from a medium grained, unerms's* kyanite

quarteite at the summit of Leigh itountei.n, to e very

fine grained "kyanite slater" seven miles to the south-

west of Leigh ;:iauntein in an ewes of phyllites and

slates that looks very Iffach like th* more highly meta-

morphosed portions ar the Volcanic elate series described

by Lame (1911).

2. All of the kenite quartzite deposits (or 'granite-worts

rocks) which occur within rocks that are Ilnqueetionebly

of the Voicanioftta,tte series, alto occur st the very



periphery of the serß.es; that is to says near the

basal and prasue4ably most highly metamorphosed

portions or the series. Those deposits whictx i#:e

outsidel of the area preeently mapped as Vo Icret iae.

Slates, lie close to w ha t is mapped as the periphery

of the series.

centrai Vireni!#s all of the kyanite quartzite deposits

1ie within a Einort distance of a connecting the V3r synis.

144 and the krvonia (Peachbottom) eynclinorium. The 'writer

believes that there is reason to suspect that in this area the two

may be con,tinuoue in fact and that the metamorphic isragcades agi t net
fellow the stratigraphy. The kyanite quartzites may have farmed from

a continuous sequence of volcann-sedimentary rocks of lower Paleozoic

age that have hew upgraded to eneissee by a more intanrie 7one of

regional metamorphism crosaitz the atratrf_graphy in south central

Virginia. A careful and detailed mapping program will ba necessary to

resolve this questions perhaps with the aid of more sophisticated

technique er c orr ions than have been brought to bear on the problem

to date.

At the time a the stn4y by Sepanahade and POttar (1952), the

mixing excavations at Baker ÿllountain were not i.Eearl4r exteneive as

they were during the present e tuite (i6O) . The excavation has now ex-

posed a considerable section of unweathered rock and aoharac teri etia

hydrothersial alteration pattern can be shown to be associated with zonee

of kaolin. The evidence for boirothermal a,itaration includes the presence

of abundant pyrite within the clay..-the % an al arrangement of ruchai te on



the periphery ef the alteration and the on of intense topes

alteration in * shear sone on strike with the zone of kaolinisation

The reader is referred to the eeetion on hitirothernal alteration

(p. 66) far details..

Eapenshade and. Potter have made a case for the octeurrenee

of kyanite qvartsite &ions an wxconforutity
-

near or At the stratigraphie

break between biotite schist e. nd hornblende gneiss The writer re»

mgnized this festal*. at Baker Mountain but did not recognize it at

Leiet Mountain. It ie possible that the cpaIrts-auseovite schist end

icyanite quartzite in the Leigh tlountoin area represent a similar

stratigraphie brook", but if the rocks above and below the kyanite

quartait+ar horison are different* the differences are so slight as to

not have been readily apparent during the present study.
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